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The People’s Pope
with the Social Movements
The poor are not only suffering injustice but are also fighting against it! They are not content with
false promises, excuses or alibis. Neither are they waiting, arms crossed, for welfare
planning or solutions that never arrive or, should they arrive, are handled in such a way to serve either in
order to anaesthetize or to domesticate   
-‐  -‐  O  -‐  -‐  

So why, then, are we accustomed to seeing that dignified employment is wiped out, that so many families are
evicted, farmers are driven away, war is waged and nature is misused? Because man, the human being, has
been removed from the center of this system and replaced with something else. Because an idolatrous
worship is rendered to money. Because indifference has become globalized!: why would I care about what
happens to others so long as I can defend what is mine? Because the world has forgotten God, who is the
Father; it has become orphaned because it has set God aside.
-‐  -‐  O  -‐  -‐  

Popular movements express the urgent need to revitalize our democracies, so often diverted by countless
factors. It is impossible to imagine a future for society without the great majorities participating in key roles,
and this pivotal role transcending the logical procedures of formal democracy….
-‐  -‐  O  -‐  -‐  

I wholeheartedly accompany you on this journey.
Let us say together from the heart: no family without a home, no farmer without land,
no worker without rights, no person without the dignity that employment provides.
-‐  -‐  O  -‐  -‐  

Dear brothers and sisters: continue your struggle, you do us all good.
It is like a blessing for humanity.
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Cambodia

MOU between the General Department of Housing,
Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction and
ACHR and CDF
It was agreed that ACHR and CDF
will assist the capacity building of
the staff of the Ministry by
organizing training workshops in
people-driven
citywide
slum
upgrading for government officers,
supporting the Ministry to develop a
five-year plan and developing some
projects in collaboration.
The MOU was signed in the
presence of the Minister, the
Director
of
Housing,
and
representatives of the Provincial
Governments, the ACHR and CDF
and 65 of the 300 grassroots coordinators of the CDF.
This is an important step in boosting the status of
the CDF and the national community for savings
network as key organization involved in developing
and implementing projects in Cambodia.

The next day several officers of the Department of
Housing participated in a day long workshops with
the 65 CDF’s grassroots coordinators.
For further information
info@cdfcambodia.net
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Pakistan

A New Book:	
 	
 
Karachi. The Land Issue
Arif Hasan, Noman Ahmed, Maanzur Raza,
Asiya Sadia-Polack, Saeed Uddin Ahmed and Moizza B. Sarwar.

Karachi is one of the fastest growing cities in the
world.
It is Pakistan only port and the major contributor
to the country’s economy.
In addition, it is also a diverse city with its
population politically divided along ethnic lines.
These three factors make the urban land and that
on the city’s fringe a highly contested commodity:
federal, provincial and local land agencies, corporate
sector interests, formal and informal land-owning
agencies, corporate sector interests, formal and
informal developers, international capital and
military cantonments compete for control and for
extracting maximum value from it.
The victims of this battle for turf and profits are
the city’s social and physical environment and its low
and lower middle-income groups.
The book deals with the history, evolution and
present day realities, around, who owns land, its legal
and illegal acquisition, land-use conversions and
development, the actors involved and their
relationship with each other and with the public at
large, the often violent conflicts that take place in this
process and the measures that can be taken to
regulate the land market for the creation of a better
urban environment and for providing homes to his
less privileged.
For further information:
Oxford University Press
www.oup.com
www.oup.com/pk

South Africa

South African Minister Lindiwe Sisulu’s
Tribute to Patrick Hunsley at the
Govan Mbeki Awards Ceremony
Today we also want to recognize an outstanding,
humble man who helped us shape our policies and
understand how people who live in slum conditions
are not victims, that they have the power, together
2

with our support, to take themselves out of their
poverty. His name is Patrick Magebhula and he
passed away on Monday 4 August 2014. It is a sad
loss for us. We will bury him on Saturday with all the
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dignity that he deserves. Today we honor him as an
internationally recognized champion and pioneer of
the empowerment of the poor and acknowledge his
outstanding contribution. We and his broader family
of the Federation of Urban Poor and SDI will have to
double our collective effort to further his work to
ensure that his life passion was not in vain.

Minister Sisulu honored
Patrick Magebhula with a
posthumous lifetime achievement award
August 2014
For further information
http://www.sdinet.org/blog

Thailand

Thailand’s First Cooperative
Back in 1965 the people living in Huey Kwang and
Dindaeng slum communities, located in Bangkok,
were facing a multitude of problems, as these people,
pushed by various problems back home, migrated to
Bangkok with the hope for better living.
Their dire poverty was clearly expressed by the
extreme lack of basic living necessities mainly
caused by unemployment or irregular employment
Many organizations came to existence. One of
them was Soom Klang Thewa (SKT) in the midst of
the slum people living in Huey-Kwang and Dindaeng
areas.
The founder was Fr. Alfred Bonningue, SJ with a
group of Thai members.
The mission of the organization was to first tackle
the unbearable money system, which charged the
interest rate of 20 percent a month. However the
outcome was very unsatisfactory due to many
limitations. In 1964-1965 the organization sent one of
the SKT staff for training at SEARSOLIN
Philippines to learn the concept of community
development by using Credit Union as tool.

On July 25, 1965 the SKT association set up the
SKT Credit Union, the first ever in Thailand, with 13
founding members and the initial saving of Bath 360.
After some years, the credit union principle was
accepted by many communities and it has become a
national movement with the formation of the Credit
Union League of Thailand (CULT) with 1,300 credit
unions and 1,300,000 members
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For further information:
Soon Klang Thewa Association
Fax (662) 275-4771
Credit Union League of Thailand
: www.culthai.coop/

ZAMBIA

Reflections on a Trip to Zambia
The editor of Selavip with Yolande and Noah visited
the Zambia Federation activities. They found that the
following activities were remarkable:
Installment of water pipes and water kiosks in the
Kalunduville settlement
With the technical support of the university and
government agencies the 500 households organized
in teams dug a one kilometer long trench to install
water pipes and two kiosks for the distribution of
water.
It was an exercise that blended the efforts of the
federation with the rest of the settlers developing a
sense of community and pride for the
accomplishment.

4

Strong federation support for vulnerable members in
Lusaka
In the George compound located in the NW of
Lusaka Veronica Katulusin (National Health
Facilitator of the federation) introduced a project
funded by Selavip to repair the dilapidated houses of
the most vulnerable members of the federation.
The project covered 50 families in Zambia. One
of the houses visited belonged to a widow whose
husband and 4 children died from HIV and others
were sick
There was also a dynamic presentation from the
different communities of the country of the situation
of the federation.
For further information
www.sdinet.org/country/zambia/
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Leonardo DiCaprio Addresses
UN Climate Summit:
“You Can Make History... Or Be
Vilified By It”

Thank
you,
Mr.
Secretary-General,
your
Excellencies, ladies and gentleman, and distinguished
guests. I’m honored to be here today, I stand before
you not as an expert but as a concerned citizen, one
of the 400,000 people who marched in the streets of
New York on Sunday, and the billions of others
around the world who want to solve our climate
crisis.
As an actor I pretend for a living. I play fictitious
characters often solving fictitious problems.
I believe humankind has looked at Climate
Change in that same way: as if it were a fiction,
happening to someone else’s planet, as if pretending
that Climate Change wasn’t real would somehow
make it go away.
But I think we know better than that. Every
week , we’re seeing new and undeniable Climate
Events, evidence that accelerated Climate Change is
here now. We know that droughts are intensifying,
our oceans are warming and acidifying, with methane
plumes rising up from beneath the ocean floor. We
are seeing extreme weather events, increased
temperatures, and the West Antarctic and Greenland
ice-sheets melting at unprecedented rates, decades
ahead of scientific projections.
None of this is rhetoric, and none of it is hysteria.
It is fact. The scientific community knows it, Industry
and Governments know it, even the United States
military knows it. The Chief of the U.S. Navy’s
Pacific Command, Admiral Samuel Locklear,
recently said that Climate Change is our single
greatest security threat.
My Friends, this body - perhaps more than any
other gathering in human history - now faces that
difficult task. You can make history...or be vilified by
it.
To be clear, this is not about just telling people to
change their light bulbs or to buy a hybrid car. This
disaster has grown BEYOND the choices that
individuals make. This is now about our industries,
and governments around the world taking decisive,
large-scale action.

I am not a scientist, but I don't need to be.
Because the world’s scientific community has
spoken, and they have given us our prognosis, if we
do not act together, we will surely perish.
Now is our moment for action
We need to put a price tag on carbon emissions,
and eliminate government subsidies for coal, gas, and
oil companies. We need to end the free ride that
industrial polluters have been given in the name of a
free-market economy, they don't deserve our tax
dollars, and they deserve our scrutiny. For the
economy itself will die if our eco-systems collapse.
The good news is that renewable energy is
not only achievable but good economic policy.
New research shows that by 2050 clean,
renewable energy could supply 100% of the
world’s energy needs using EXISTING
TECHNOLOGIES, and it would create
millions of jobs.
This is not a partisan debate; it is a human
one. Clean air and water, and a livable climate
are inalienable human rights. And solving this
crisis is not a question of politics. It is our
moral obligation - if, admittedly, a daunting
one…
We only get one planet. Humankind must
become accountable on a massive scale for the
wanton destruction of our collective home.
Protecting our future on this planet depends
on the conscious evolution of our species.
This is the most urgent of times, and the
most urgent of messages.
Honored delegates, leaders of the world, I
pretend for a living.
But you do not. The people made their
voices heard on Sunday around the world and
the momentum will not stop. And now it’s
YOUR turn, the time to answer the greatest
challenge of our existence on this planet... is
now.
I beg you to face it with courage. And
honesty. Thank you.
5
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How Did Leaders Respond to the People’s Climate March?
By Pablo Solon, 26 September 2014
About 400,000 people went to the streets on
September 21st to ask for real actions to address
climate change. It was the greatest climate march in
history. The UN Climate Summit organized by
Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon took place two days
later with the participation of 100 heads of state and
800 leaders from business. How did this Summit
react to the demands of the peoples climate march?
Did it meet the expectations?
According to Ban Ki-Moon and other leaders, it
was a success. To see if that is true, we should look
at: 1) what science is telling us; 2) the previous
commitments made by governments; and 3) how
these commitments at the UN have improved in order
to address the mismatch between what has to be done
and what is being done.
The main point of reference for any assessment is
the greenhouse gas emissions gap for this decade.
What we do now is more important than what we will
do in the next decade or in 2050. If we don’t close the
emission gap by 2020, we will lose the possibility to
catch up with the path that is needed to limit the
global temperature rise to less than 2 degrees Celsius
from pre-industrial levels.
Insufficient Pledges
According to the UNEP Emissions Gap Report, to
be on that path, global emissions should be around 44
gigatons of CO2e per year by 2020. Governments
made pledges for emissions cuts for this decade at
UN talks in Copenhagen (2009) and Cancun (2010).
The result was a gap of around 13 gigatons of CO2e
per year by 2020! In other words, with the weak
voluntary pledges made under the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) –
implemented without strict rules – emissions will be
around 56 gigatons of CO2e per year by 2020, about
30% more than the maximum amount the earth can
handle, according to science.
But the tragedy is even bigger. After eight years of
negotiation in the UN, and with the current voluntary
pledges of governments, we have only reduced 3
gigatons of CO2e per year from the business-as-usual
scenario, and we should have reduced at least 16
6

gigatons per year by 2020. So, putting aside words
and speeches, governments reduced less than 20% of
what is needed this decade. So that is the reality.
Now, how did world leaders improve their voluntary
pledges for this decade if they believe, as Ban KiMoon said in his summary of the Climate Summit,
“that climate change is a defining issue of our time
and that bold action is needed today to reduce
emissions”? The United States ratified its current
weak pledge of 3% of emission cuts by 2020
compared to 1990 levels, which means that they will
do even less than what was agreed for the first period
of the Kyoto Protocol which they never ratified and
which ended in 2012. President Obama even went so
far as to call on other countries to “follow US
leadership” on climate! If everybody did what the
United States is doing, the emissions gap would be
much larger!
The European Union and all the other historical
emitters didn’t increase their voluntary pledges for
this decade. Also, China and the emerging countries
didn’t increase their previous pledges. Nobody
addressed the key issue of the gap of this decade.
Some prefer to make promises for the next decade
until 2030 or 2050, speaking about emissions
reductions of 50 to 85% without even mentioning
that, according to science, global emissions must be
30 gigatons of CO2e per year by 2030 “based on the
assumption that the 2020 least-cost level of 44
GtCO2e per year will be achieved,” according to the
UNEP Emissions Gap Report.
Weak Financing
The other key point to assess is funding for
developing countries that are suffering from climate
change while being the least responsible for the
problem. Almost six years ago, developed countries
committed to support developing countries with $100
billion per year by 2020. At that time, the offer
enticed many governments to accept the Copenhagen
Accord and the Cancun agreements. The assumption
was that the $100 billion per year were going to come
from public sources from developed countries, since
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States cannot commit private or market funds that
they do not control.
Several years have passed, and the $100 billion
per year is still up in the air. Developed countries
have re-packaged some of their development aid with
the label of climate, and even so, the total amount is
far from reaching that promise. Developing countries
were expecting to see a great share of these $100
billion per year go to developing countries through
the Green Climate Fund, but in reality, the Fund is
tiny.
Based on what happened at the New York
Summit, there would be no significant increase in
funding for developing countries from public sources
in developed countries and the Green Climate Fund
will have tiny resources. EU countries have offered
€14 billion in public climate finance to partners
outside the European Union over the next seven
years, which is only €2 billion per year. France has
pledged $1 billon to the Green Climate Fund over the
"coming years." Switzerland and South Korea are
considering $100 million to the Green Climate Fund
over an undetermined period of time. Luxembourg
pledged $6.8 million – 1% of GDP – to the Green
Climate Fund. The commitment of $100 billion per
year has not been achieved at all, and the Green
Climate Fund has in total only pledges of $2.3 billion
– in total, not annually. To hide this failure, in his
summary, Ban Ki-Moon used the words “mobilize”
instead of “provide,” and spoke about “public and
private finance,” mixing private investment that is
subject to profits in developing countries with public
aid from the developed world.
Clever Packaging of Markets
For Ban Ki-moon, some heads of state, the
business sector and the World Bank, the Climate
Summit was a success because, from the beginning,
their aim was not to close the emissions gap or to fill
the Green Climate Fund. Rather, they sought to use
this event – which is not part of the official process of
UN negotiations – to launch more initiatives and
carbon markets and to use the “summary of the chair”
(Ban Ki-moon) as a way to introduce these proposals
in the coming official negotiations in Lima, Peru, this
December.
Their two clear goals were focused on “carbon
pricing” and “Climate Smart Agriculture.” “Carbon
pricing” is a new name used to promote carbon
markets in a new, clever way: by combining candy
and poison. Under “carbon pricing,” the World Bank,
which is the leading promoter of this initiative, mixes
two very different things: carbon taxing and “cap and
trade.” Carbon taxing penalizes companies and
industries for their actual polluting emissions, while

under cap and trade, governments establish an
emissions cap and give stakeholders permits to
pollute. After the permits have been distributed to the
level of the emissions cap, they can be traded
privately. The wealthiest and most polluting
companies can buy from others and continue to
pollute, and the market defines the price of each
permit, which involves a lot of speculation and leads
to the creation of new financial bubbles.
The Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) of the
European Union established the biggest carbon
market in 2005. After eight years of implementation,
even conservative sources estimate that between one
third and two thirds of the carbon credits brought into
the ETS “do not represent real carbon reductions.”
Instead, the ETS has worked to subsidize polluters
and pass the costs to consumers. Carbon markets are
particularly susceptible to fraud. A German court
jailed six people involved in a €300-million fraud
scheme selling carbon permits through Deutsche
Bank, and courts in London jailed 11 people. Also,
the UN had to disqualify its main Clean Development
Mechanism verification agency in 2009, and in 2011,
it had to suspend Ukraine due to emissions underreporting fraud. A good summary can be found in
Scrap ETS.
These carbon markets move a lot of money that
benefits many businesses, but certainly not the poor.
According to the International Energy Agency, “The
value of carbon credits produced from new CDM
projects reached around $7 billion per year prior to
the global financial and economic crisis.” But from
all the CDM projects, “only 0.2% of the total have
been designed to increase or improve energy access
for households.”
To think that markets are going to solve the
climate chaos is madness. But we cannot be
surprised, because it is the same madness that the
World Bank promoted with privatizations and
“structural adjustments” all over the world with very
well known bad results that have even lead to some
self-criticism within that institution.
The other new market mechanism that Ban KiMoon highlighted in his summary, and that is also
promoted by the World Bank, is Climate Smart
Agriculture. La Via Campesina, a global organization
with 200 million small farmer members, has
rE.J.ected this initiative in these terms: “Climate
Smart Agriculture, like Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD), will
expand the carbon market and its use for financial
speculation. The possibility of big profits with
investments in carbon credits generated from
farmlands involved in Climate Smart Agriculture
projects will increase speculation in the carbon
7
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market, leading to further “carbon land grabs” by
large-scale investors and producers, and the further
displacement of peasant and smallholder farmers, just
as REDD displaces indigenous people. Under this
Climate Smart Agriculture framework, there is little
hope of reducing and removing greenhouse gases,
trying to solve food insecurity or any significant rural
economic and social development. The problems of
poverty, food insecurity and climate change are not
market failures, but rather are structural flaws that
will persist and worsen with its implementation.”
We Need More Mobilizations, Clear Demands
After this week in New York, it is once again
obvious that real solutions are not going to come
from the UN, heads of state, corporations or the
World Bank. Our main goal in strengthening marches
like the one on September 21st is not to target the UN
climate negotiations, but to build a movement that is
strong enough to challenge and change the capitalist
system. The main lesson from this week is that we

8

need to make even stronger and more permanent
mobilizations with much more clear messages
targeting the main polluters, which are the big
corporations. A march that calls for “climate action”
without clearly saying what that action should be can
be manipulated or used to promote wrong actions. In
that sense, more than 370 organizations around the
world have put forward a 10-point plan to really
address the structural causes of climate change. At
the next UN negotiations Lima, Peru, the challenge
for social and grassroots movements is to come out
with a plan of action to support clear demands to stop
climate chaos.
Author:
Pablo Solon
Campaigns & Programs:
Climate and Environmental Justice
Focus on the Global South
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Excerpts of South Asia’s Mega-Cities and the Urban Future:
Between the People and the Police
By Arif Hasan
25 November 2014
Living on the fringe is more expensive than renting
within the city. Utilizing transport costs on the fringe
means expensive commuting and time, and there are
also social costs. Our studies show that women
cannot work on the fringe. Fathers often do not see
their children because of long hours of travelling.
Entertainment and recreation cannot be accessed.
People are fatigued due to commuting in
uncomfortable and expensive transport in terrible
environmental conditions. The worst affected are
women, there’s transports studies, which will be out
soon, where 62 percent of the women interviewed
said that if they lived nearer to their places of work,
they would have better job opportunities. Many said
they would work, which they don’t, if they lived
nearer the city, or if transport was cheaper and better.
The impact on men was less. So what has happened
now is that these informal settlements which were
single-story and double-story and were near the city
are now becoming five-story, six-story, 10-story
buildings. In Bombay it has already happened. And
these are informal ownerships because this is
informal high-rise development. They are becoming
extremely overcrowded and they suffer from all the
negative aspects of overcrowding, which are very
serious. And this overcrowding is increasing, since
the renters are increasing because of the rise of these
multi-story buildings. Before you had a house, you
lived in it. Now, you live in a building, and your
house has become six floors or ten floors. The
environment, the place has changed, it is not the same

place. And people have come here whom you don’t
know; the street is no longer a public space, so these
are the changes that are taking place.
Meera Bapat, an architect planner in Pune, she
and I made some studies, she on Pune and me on
Karachi. We went back to the settlements that we
knew 30 years ago, and what did we find? We found
that the settlements’ infrastructure had improved,
their social indicators had improved, but they had
become overcrowded. And the quality of life, in spite
of the improvement in infrastructure and social
indicators, had declined considerably. So, apart from
that, a very important aspect was the vulnerability of
the renters in these settlements because the buildings
are owned by musclemen and the renter can be
thrown out whenever they like, and the rent can be
increased whenever they want. So this also has been
documented in fairly great detail.
Living on the fringe is more expensive than
renting within the city.
Now what has the government’s response been? I
won’t go into the statistics of the gap between supply
and demand, but what has the government’s response
been? After the 1990s, the government’s response has
been ‘go and access the market’. That has been the
response, both in India and in Pakistan, except for
small projects that really don’t make much of a
difference. To access the market, the government has
liberalized finance. But this has benefited the
developers more than anyone else because they can
access finance for their clients. But if individually
one wants to access a loan, the requirements are such
that the poor cannot access it. You need a formal job,
you need an asset that you can mortgage, etc. In spite
and in addition to that, these additions to the loan
capital can serve only 16 percent of the demand. So
to make affordable the product, the units are
becoming smaller and smaller, both in the formal and
in the informal sector. And they are becoming so
small – 24 square meters, 30 square meters – that a
9
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family cannot live in them. Yet, you have 10-15
people living in these homes.
Now you have all these informal systems of
ownership, transfer, etc. They exist. They are not
recognized. What do we do about them? How do we
deal with them? I leave that as an open question.
The second change that I would like to talk about
is in the older settlements that were built between
1970 and 1980. They have changed. When I began
working the settlements, older people always used to
come as the community leaders and they used to talk
in a flowery – they were illiterate – they used to talk
in a flowery Urdu. Today, when you go there, there
are young men who can read and write and
sometimes women who call you uncle and that too in
English. So these schools have changed, these
settlements have changed. They are no longer purely
working class settlements. Truckloads of women go
to work into the factories everyday which they didn’t
before. There are beauty parlors, lots of them,
marriage halls, community centers and schools that
the people have set up themselves. Now these
settlements, their needs are less about water,
electricity and sewage. Their needs are that their
aspirations should be fulfilled, that they should be
integrated into the middle class of the city. So they
want more schools, they want vocational training,
they want health, and they want culture. This is,
again, something that they are fighting to get, but are
not conscious that they are fighting specifically for
this.
The voting patterns of these old settlements have
also changed. Whereas previously they voted for
progressive parties who promised them regularization
of their settlements, they now vote for the more
conservative parties and increasingly have middleclass values. Unlike before, they are reluctant to join
movements against evictions and/or reform. The
nature of their relationship with officialdom has
changed from protest to negotiation. They also
constitute the largest group of voters in Karachi and
are listened to. Meanwhile, shopkeepers, mandi
operators and transporters have become very
powerful political agents. They have not yet
exercised their power, but they are in a position to do
so and I don’t think it would be too different in the
rest of South	
  Asia.
Then you have new concepts that are floating
around among the more radical planners and
academics; the concepts of new urbanism have been
promoted. And future architects and planners are
being trained in them. This has also been pushed by
international financial institutions and Western
academia. They are telling us to have higher
densities, mixed land-uses and ‘inclusive cities’.
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However, the three densest cities in the world are
situated in South Asia – Dhaka with a density of 4440
persons per hectare, Mumbai, with 3090 and Karachi
with 2800. These densities could not be achieved
without the violation of existing density laws. For
instance, Karachi’s by-laws permit a maximum of
1625 persons per hectare and Mumbai’s existing
density could not have been achieved if its floor-toarea ratio of 1:1.33 would have been followed. The
difference between the actual density and rules and
regulations is because low-income settlements have
extremely high densities. In Karachi, they go up to
6000 persons per hectare, similar to that of Dharavi,
while elite settlements have densities of less than 200
persons per hectare. Also, housing units on 400-2000
square meters of land in Karachi are only 2 percent of
the housing stock, but they occupy 26 percent of the
residential land of the city. Similar figures have been
quoted for the other South Asian mega-cities. This
form of development not only continues to take place
but has increased due to the changes in the urban
development paradigm. But the question is, is it
sustainable?
Let me summarize. Mega-cities will have to find
homes, transport and social services for their new
arrivals that are not related to any formally structured
group. They will have to cater to the needs and
aspirations of the older informal settlements, which
can only happen if they are protected from evictions
and relocations and supported through laws,
regulations and procedures in developing the social
and physical infrastructure that they are already
trying to develop on their own. They will have to
promote new societal values to accommodate the
changes that are taking place. I will also briefly
mention something else which I had not planned to,
but I think I should – the nature of social change in
the older settlements. The most important group in
the census is between 14 and 24 years of age because
it’s the present and the future. In this age group, in
1981, 39 percent of women were married. Today, in
this age group, less than 20 percent women are
married; 17 percent of men were married in ’81.
Eight percent of men are married today. For the first
time in the history of the city, we have an
overwhelming majority of unmarried adolescents and
this is enough to change social structures and gender
relations. And that is what has happened. And
extended families, clans, settlements based on clan,
they are rapidly becoming history. Also there are
other factors: court marriages where a couple goes to
a court to seek protection because it’s a self-willed
marriage. In 1992, we had 12-15 applications per day
for court marriages. In 2006, we had 250 plus
applications for court marriages per day. And it has
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probably increased, but a time will come when it will
decrease rapidly when the concept of marrying for
your own free will becomes acceptable in society.
More than half the applications today come from the
rural areas. So I think these are important changes
that are taking place which are going to affect, I feel,
the future of these cities.
Concepts such as ‘it is not the business of the state
to do business’, ‘cities are the engines of growth’,
direct foreign investment, and concepts linking
economic well-being with GDP growth have had a
major impact on the national policies of South Asian
countries and especially on the mega-cities.
Now, one important thing is the changing nature
of official planning. We inherited the welfare state
model from our colonial masters. However, we were
not able to implement it except on paper due to
institutional and financial constraints and a lack of
political will. This is what is normally said, but I
don’t think that is the only reason. The real reason
was well-entrenched anti-poor social systems and
land-ownership patterns. I think this was one of the
major reasons. This concept has been eclipsed by the
neoliberalism of the 1990s and beyond, and has been
promoted aggressively both by international
institutions and their local partners. Collectively,
these organizations and their local partners have
promoted what has come to be known as the ‘free
market’ economy, which aims to remove subsidies on
health, education and housing; increase taxation on
utilities; sell government industrial and real estate
assets to the national or international corporate
sector; and remove restrictions on imports and
exports. This had been done. I am not against all this,
but there are other considerations.
Whole new terminologies and concepts have been
developed to support this market economy. Concepts
such as ‘it is not the business of the state to do
business’, ‘cities are the engines of growth’, direct
foreign investment, and concepts linking economic
well-being with GDP growth have had a major
impact on the national policies of South Asian
countries and especially on the mega-cities. A whole
new world, a whole new thinking has become
acceptable. Now, from what I read about India, 500
Special Economic Zones have been established and
corporate farming has been promoted. And according
to some papers that I read, between 2010 and 2015, it
was estimated that 400 million people would
willingly or unwillingly be forced to move from rural
to urban areas. I don’t know how correct this is but
these are the figures you get in a number of papers.
This is twice the population of the United Kingdom,
France and Germany put together. All this has also
affected agriculture. It is replacing food crops by cash

crops, and in the process increasing the cost and
shortage of food and making the state vulnerable to
corporate sector pressures and interests. I think this
was nicely summed up by a farmer in Tharparkar,
who said to me, “Before we used to eat what we
grew, now we grow it to sell and then buy our food“.
I think this has happened and it has affected a very
large section of our population.
The free market promoted political reforms and
deregulations that have also had a major impact on
property markets and have reshaped the politics of
land development. Trading across borders in gold and
contraband goods is no longer lucrative. As a result,
the gangs and mafias involved in these underworld
activities have become involved in the real estate
business and linked up with their underworld
partners. The narcotic trade today funds much of the
real estate development, at least in my city. All this
has introduced an element of violence and targeted
killings and kidnappings of opponents, rivals and
social activists in the land and the real estate sector.
The state in almost all cases has responded to
these market pressures and made land available for
development through land-use conversions, new
development schemes and the bulldozing of informal
settlements. NGOs and CBOs who have challenged
this process have faced two constraints (apart from
their own internal weaknesses and culture); one is an
unsympathetic media, which reports stories but not
the causes, and the other is an absence of laws to
prevent environmentally and socially inappropriate
land conversions. Even where such laws do exist,
rules, regulations and procedures and institutions to
manage and implement them are often missing. As a
result, courts deliver judgments that promote
inequity, poverty and social fragmentation. Media too
is increasingly being controlled by a few
organizations. Eighty-two percent of Karachiites have
access to TV according to the census.
I will pass over this because it will take too long,
and come to some of the issues. What has been
elaborated and said before has had a profound effect
on the shape and politics of our cities. The shape that
our cities are taking and the reasons behind them are
the result of a powerful nexus of developers and
11
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investors (many of dubious origins, otherwise such
large sums of money could not have been mobilized),
compromised
government
institutions
and
bureaucrats, and politicians seeking global capital for
re-shaping their cities in the image of the West – an
image that is promoted (implicitly or explicitly) by
the promoters of the market economy. To promote
this paradigm, a new term and concept has been
developed, and that is of the world-class city.
For establishing this image, poverty is pushed out
of the city to the periphery and already poorunfriendly by-laws are made even more unfriendly by
permitting environmentally and socially unfriendly
land-use conversions. This is driving out industry and
businesses from poor settlements. The three most
important repercussions of this agenda are: 1) that
global capital increasingly determines the physical
and social form of the city; 2) in the process, projects
have replaced planning; and 3) land-use is now
determined on the basis of land value alone and not
on the basis of social and environmental
considerations. Land has unashamedly become a
commodity and so the poor cannot be adequately
serviced. The city stands divided as never before. My
city is now four cities. They speak different
languages; they have different types of shopping
centers. They even have different education
institutions, and they only meet at the beach or in
some parks at the city center.
High-rise buildings, we have conclusively shown
that these settlements can be upgraded to four or five
stories with the help of the residents, and could be
regularized. So we do not feel the need for pulling
down these settlements and re-planning them as the
state insists on doing. As far as events are concerned,
from what we gather, about 500,000 persons were
evicted from Delhi for the preparation of the 2010
Asian Olympics [Commonwealth Games] alone.
Numerous studies show how poor people become
after relocation: loss of social capital, loss of physical
capital, and relocations are often 20-30 kilometers –
sometimes much more than that – from where they
work. Children’s education is the most serious
disruption that is caused.
The world-class city image is all about
gentrification and it has no place in it for informal
businesses and hawkers except as organized tourist
attractions. The link of these hawkers and businesses
with low income people (for whom they make life
affordable) and with commuters is not recognized
and as such, large scale evictions of informal
businesses and hawkers have taken place without any
compensation in all the mega-cities in Asia, of which
Calcutta is perhaps the worst example. This has
impoverished millions of families.
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Projects should seek to serve the interests of the
majority who live in our cities, who are the lowermiddle class and the working class.
Then the free market economy has led to a
considerable liquidity in banks and leasing
companies. This has been utilized for providing loans
for the purchase of cars. Karachi registered, in the
year 2006-07, 606 cars per day. When I was in Delhi
in 2007, I was told that the cars being registered here
were 1250 per day. Bangkok was even more – 1750
cars per day. Now, there is a nexus between the
automobile industry, the banking sector and the oil
sector. We learnt this when we discovered that 1.6
billion USD worth of loans had been given by the
Karachi banks for the purchase and leasing of cars.
And we went to the prime minister and said, “Can’t
we use this for some other purposes?” He was
excited, so we had a meeting with 18 bank heads,
who said no, that automobiles were the thing they
would invest in, because the loans were short, they
knew the clients, they were sure of returns, and
housing was not something they would invest in. And
one of them told me when we were leaving, he said,
“Arif, you must realise the automobile industry, the
banking sector are one and the same thing, they are
not two different things.” So these are the new
realities with which we have had to deal with.
Now there are many other factors that I will also
just touch on. Transport: We can have all the mass
transit systems. We have big plans for Karachi, but
when we study them we see that the transportation
for people living on the fringe, in large informal
settlements, will not improve. The transport that we
will be providing them will be far too expensive,
unless a very major subsidy is attached to it. It is
expensive because we are building on a process of
build, operate and transfer, which is also a free
market economy concept, whereas if we just let the
Pakistan Railways manage it, the costs would be
considerably less. That is one aspect I wanted to
touch upon.
We have in Karachi, about 80,000 autos and we
have an additional 60,000 of what we call Qingqis –
these are six-seater motorcycle rickshaws. The
Karachiites love them, they find them cheaper,
women find them safer, and the government wishes
to ban them and they did ban them, but they are still
there because the High Court of Sindh decided that
they are essential for the people. Now the problem is,
what we do with them, because there is so much
antagonism against them. Even though they have a
right now to function, the police does everything
possible to limit their movement. The other way in
which the transport issue is being tackled is by
motorbikes. In 2004, we had 400,000 motorbikes,
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while today we have 1.7 million motorbikes. And all
surveys show – we had surveys done at bus stops –
everybody wants motorbikes. And if we reduce the
price to 20,000 rupees instead of 32,000 rupees, I
don’t think we will need a mass transit system, or any
expansion of a mass transit system. Now the question
is, do we promote these forms of movement, these
forms of transport? It is a serious discussion which
we have been trying to indulge in, so should they be
promoted?
Now, I don’t know any of these cities that have
produced an alternative vision for the city. There has
been a lot of writing on ‘what should be or should not
be’, but a vision that is acceptable or seriously
pursued has not been presented. When the Karachi
Special Development Plan was being made, I was a
member of one of the committees, and we said,
“Let’s not have this vision of world-class city, but let
us have a vision of a pedestrian and commuterfriendly city.” It would change everything; the whole
manner of planning would change if the vision was
kept there. But, one of the members of the Asian
Development Bank who was a member of the party
said, “With this vision, nobody would invest any
money in the city.” So, that was out.
The other serious thing is projects replacing
planning. Karachi for the foreseeable future will only
have projects. There is going to be no serious
planning, and planning will be overtaken by projects.
Accepting this, I tried to promote some principles on
the basis of which projects could be judged and/or
modified. These principles are: One, projects should
not damage the ecology of the region in which the
city is located; two, projects should, as a priority,
seek to serve the interests of the majority who live in
our cities, who are the lower-middle class and the
working class; Three, projects should decide land-use
on the basis of social and environmental
considerations and not on the basis of land values
alone. And four, projects should protect the tangible
and intangible cultural heritage of the communities
that live in them. In my opinion, this would produce
much better projects and improve people projects.
But again, at the same meeting, the same gentleman
responded, “With your four points, there would be no
projects.” So that is another issue which needs to be
taken into consideration.
However, to finish, the question is whether the
megalomania and opportunism of politicians and
planners will accept a new and more humane
paradigm that curtails their
profits and
decommoditises land. I think that this is a very
fundamental issue. I do not think that they will unless
they are pressurized by city wide networks armed
with alternative research and an alternative vision. In

this, I think professional education can play a very
important role. Right now, professional education is
increasingly becoming pro-neoliberal in the bad
sense of the word. I have often thought that it might
help if graduating architects, planners and engineers
could take an oath similar to those of doctors, and if
they did not follow the terms of the oath, their names
be removed from the list of practicing professionals.
In 1983, after evaluating an important urban
renewal project which created poverty and
environmental degradation, I made a pledge in
writing. I will just quote from that. I wrote, “I will
not do projects that will irreparably damage the
ecology and environment of the area in which they
are located. I will not do projects that increase
poverty, dislocate people and destroy the tangible and
intangible cultural heritage of communities that live
in the city. I will not do projects that destroy multiclass space and violate building by-laws and zoning
regulations. And I will always object to insensitive
projects that do all this, provided I can offer viable
alternatives.” Well I have tried to keep my promise,
except that I have violated building rules and
regulations, but they were bad ones. But I have put
this before the architectural community again and
again, “Why don’t we have such an oath?” And one
of the architects answered, he said to me, “Arif, we
are part of a market”. And this is a reality that we
have to take into consideration when discussing a
new paradigm.
Thank you so much.
For further information:
http://himalmag.com/peoplepolis/#sthash.I4y5wsK0.dpuf
arifhasan37@gmail,com
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Pope Francis at the World Meeting of Popular Movements
Pope Francis met on Tuesday 28 October 2014 with participants in the World Meeting of
Popular Movements, which held a conference in Rome to discuss problems facing the poor,
the unemployed and those who have lost their land.
Excerpts from his address.
Thank you for accepting this invitation to discuss the
many serious social problems that afflict the world of
today, you who suffer inequality and exclusion in the
first person. This meeting of Popular Movements is a
sign, a great sign: you have come to place before
God, the Church, peoples, a reality which is often
passed in silence. The poor are not only suffering
injustice but are also fighting against it! They are not
content with false promises, excuses or alibis. Neither
are they waiting, arms crossed, for welfare planning
or solutions that never arrive or, should they arrive,
are handled in such a way to serve either in order to
anaesthetize or to domesticate. This is rather
dangerous. You feel that the poor are tired of waiting
and they want to act; they are getting organized,
studying, working, making demands and, above all,
practicing that very special solidarity that exists
among those who are suffering, among the poor, and
whom our culture seems to have forgotten, or rather,
wants to forget.
Solidarity is a word that is not always pleasing; I
would say that a few times we have transformed it
into a bad word, it cannot be said; it is a word that
means much more than a few sporadic acts of
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generosity. It is thinking and acting in terms of the
community, of the priority of the life of all not of the
appropriation of goods by a few. It is also fighting
against the structural causes of poverty, inequality,
unemployment, the lack of land and home, the denial
of social and labor rights. It is facing up to the
destructive effects of the dominion of money: forced
displacement,
agonizing
emigration,
human
trafficking, drugs, war, violence and all of the
situations that many of you endure and that all of us
are called to change. Solidarity, understood in its
deepest sense, is a way of making history and this is
what popular movements are doing.
This meeting of ours does not correspond to an
ideology. You do not work with ideas, you work with
realities like those I have mentioned and many others
that you have told me about. You are on the ground,
working among the people. You associate with the
neighborhood, the people, and the struggle! It is my
plan that your voice, which is seldom listened to, may
be heard. Perhaps because your cry disturbs, perhaps
because it is annoying, perhaps because one fears the
change that you are demanding, but without your
presence, without truly going out to the peripheries,
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the good recommendations and
The poor are not only suffering injustice but are also fighting against it!
proposals we often hear about at
They are not content with false promises, excuses or alibis. Neither are they
international conferences remain
waiting, arms crossed, for welfare planning or solutions that never arrive
in the realm of ideas.
or, should they arrive, are handled in such a way to serve either in order to
The scandal of poverty
anaesthetize or to domesticate.
cannot
be
addressed
by
promoting strategies of containment that only prices, treating them as any merchandise, millions of
tranquillize and transform the poor into tamed and people suffer and die of hunger. On the other hand,
harmless people. How sad it is to see that, behind tons of food is thrown away. This constitutes a true
supposedly altruistic acts, the other is reduced to scandal. Hunger is criminal, food is an inalienable
passivity, is denied, or worse still, that business or right. I know that some of you are asking for agrarian
personal aims are hidden: Jesus would define this as reform to resolve some of these problems and, allow
hypocritical. How beautiful it is when instead we see me to say that in certain countries, and here I am
more poor and young people above all taking part in quoting the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of
the Church, “agrarian reform therefore becomes a
popular movements.
Our meeting responds to a more concrete moral obligation more than a political necessity” (n.
yearning, something that any father, any mother, 300).
Second, Home. I have said it before and I repeat
wants for their children; a yearning that should be
it:
a
home for every family. It must never be forgotten
within everyone’s reach, but which today, sadly, we
that
Jesus was born in a stable because there was no
see increasingly receding from the majority of the
room
for them at the inn that his family had to
population: land, home and employment. It is
abandon
their home and flee to Egypt, persecuted by
curious, but if one speaks about this, according to
Herod.
Today
there are many homeless families,
some, the Pope is a communist. They do not
either
because
they
have never had one or because
understand that love for the poor is central to the
they
have
lost
it
for
various reasons. Family and
Gospel. Land, home and employment, which you are
home
go
hand
in
hand!
A roof, however, because it is
fighting for, are sacred rights. To demand this is not
a
house,
must
also
have
a community dimension: the
unusual at all, it is the social doctrine of the Church. I
neighborhood.
And
it
is precisely in the
shall pause a bit on each word because you have
neighborhood
that
one
begins
to build this great
chosen them as the motto for this meeting.
family
of
humanity,
starting
with
what is even more
Land. At the beginning of Creation, God created
paramount,
from
coexisting
with
neighbors. Today
man as guardian of his work, entrusting him with the
we
live
in
immense
cities
which
are
modern, proud
task of cultivating it and protecting it. I see that there
and
even
vain.
Cities
which
offer
countless
pleasures
are dozens of men and women farmers here and I
and
wellbeing
for
a
happy
minority
but
denies a
want to congratulate them because they protect the
home
to
thousands
of
our
neighbors
and
brothers,
land, they cultivate it and they do so in community. I
even
children,
and
we
call
them,
elegantly,
“people
am concerned about the eradication of so many
with
no
fixed
abode”.
It
is
curious
how
euphemisms
brother and sister farmers who are suffering on
account of this and not because of war or natural justify a world of injustices. Words are not said with
disasters. Land and water grabbing, deforestation, exactitude, and reality is expressed by a euphemism.
inadequate pesticides, are a few of the evils that are Always check; I could be wrong in some cases, but in
tearing man from his native land. This painful general, behind a euphemism there is a crime.
We live in cities that build towers, shopping
separation is not only physical but also existential
centers,
engage in real estate business but leave a
and spiritual, because the rural community and its
section
of the people on the margins, in the
relationship with the land and its particular lifestyle
peripheries.
How painful it is to hear that poor
are threatened with decline and even the danger of
settlements
are
marginalized or, even worse, they
extinction.
want
to
eradicate
them! Cruel are the images of
The other dimension of the already global process
forced
displacement,
of cranes demolishing hovels,
is hunger. When financial speculation influences food
images so similar to those of war.
The scandal of poverty cannot be addressed by promoting strategies of
And this is seen today.
containment that only tranquillize and transform the poor into tamed
You know that values which
and harmless people. How sad it is to see that, behind supposedly
endure
in
working
class
altruistic acts, the other is reduced to passivity, is denied, or worse still,
neighborhoods where many of you
that business or personal aims are hidden: Jesus would define this as
live have been forgotten in the
hypocritical. How beautiful it is when instead we see more poor and
wealthy areas. These settlements
young people above all taking part in popular movements.
are blessed with a rich popular
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culture; there the public area
First, Land.
is not merely a transit point
At the beginning of Creation, God created man as guardian of his work,
but an extension of one’s
entrusting him with the task of cultivating it and protecting it. I see that there
home,
a
place
where
are dozens of men and women farmers here and I want to congratulate them
neighborhood bonds are
because they protect the land, they cultivate it and they do so in community. I
generated.
am concerned about the eradication of so many brother and sister farmers
For this reason, neither
who are suffering on account of this and not because of war or natural
eradication
nor
disasters. Land and water grabbing, deforestation, inadequate pesticides, are
a few of the evils that are tearing man from his native land. This painful
marginalization: it is essential
separation is not only physical but also existential and spiritual, because the
to promote urban integration!
rural community and its relationship with the land and its particular lifestyle
This word must completely
are threatened with decline and even the danger of extinction.
replace the word eradication,
now, but also those projects
Today added to the phenomena of exploitation
that seek to give the poor neighborhoods a lift, to and oppression, there is a new dimension with harsh,
beautify the peripheries and “put makeup” on social graphic undertones of social injustice; those who fail
wounds instead of treating them and fostering to integrate are excluded are rejected, like “refuse”.
genuine and respectful integration. It is a type of This is the throwaway culture. This happens when
architectural façade, is it not? And it goes in this money and not man, the human being, is at the center
direction. Let us continue working so that all families of an economic system. Yes, at the center of every
have a home and that all neighborhoods have an social or economic system there must be the person,
appropriate infrastructure, such as: drainage systems, the image of God, as the universal denominator.
electricity, gas, paved roads, and I continue: schools, When the person is displaced and the god of money
hospitals, first aid, sports clubs and all the things that arrives, it produces this inversion of values.
create bonds and unify, access to healthcare、to
With regard to those thrown away, let us also pay
education and to secure tenure.
more attention to what is happening in our society.
Third, Employment. There is no worse form of Today children are disposed of, since the birth rate in
material poverty — I want to stress this — than that many countries on the earth has diminished; or
which prevents one from earning one’s bread and children are discarded due to lack of food or are
deprives one of the dignity of employment. Youth killed before being born; children are thrown away.
unemployment, the informality and the lack of labor
The elderly are thrown away because they are not
rights are not inevitable, they are the result of a useful, they do not produce; neither children nor the
previous social option, of an economic system that elderly produce, thus, with more or less sophisticated
places benefits before man, if the benefit is systems they are gradually rejected, and now, since it
economic, before humanity or before man, they are is necessary to recover a certain balance in this crisis,
the effects of a throwaway culture in which human we are witnessing a third very painful waste: the
beings themselves are considered consumer goods exclusion of young people. Millions of young people
which can be used and thrown away.
are excluded from work through unemployment.
Second, Home
. I have said it before and I repeat it: a home for every family. It must never be
forgotten that Jesus was born in a stable because there was no room for them at
the inn that his family had to abandon their home and flee to Egypt, persecuted
by Herod. Today there are many homeless families, either because they have
never had one or because they have lost it for various reasons. Family and
home go hand in hand! A roof, however, because it is a house, must also have a
community dimension: the neighborhood. And it is precisely in the
neighborhood that one begins to build this great family of humanity, starting
with what is even more paramount, from coexisting with neighbors. Today we
live in immense cities which are modern, proud and even vain. Cities which
offer countless pleasures and wellbeing for a happy minority but denies a home
to thousands of our neighbors and brothers, even children, and we call them,
elegantly, “people with no fixed abode”. It is curious how euphemisms justify a
world of injustices. Words are not said with exactitude, and reality is expressed
by a euphemism. Always check; I could be wrong in some cases, but in general,
behind a euphemism there is a crime.
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defense of these two precious
gifts: peace and nature. Sister
Mother Earth, as St Francis of
Assisi called her.
We are experiencing the third
world war, but piecemeal. There
are economic systems which must
make war in order to survive.
Thus, weapons are manufactured
and sold and economic budgets
which sacrifice man at the feet of the idol of money
are passed. And this does not consider the children
starving in refugee camps, it does not consider the
forced displacements, it does not consider the
destroyed homes, nor does it even consider the many
lives torn apart. So much suffering, so much
destruction, so much distress! Today, dear sisters and
dear brothers, in every part of the earth, in every
nation, in every heart and in the popular movements,
the cry for peace is rising up: No more war!
An economic system based on the god of money
also needs to plunder nature in order to sustain its
own frenzied pace of consumption. The devastating
effects of climate change, the loss of biodiversity,
deforestation are already showing their devastating
effects in the great catastrophes we see happening,
and you are who suffer the most, the humble, you
who live near the coasts in precarious dwellings or
who are so financially vulnerable, you stand to lose
everything in the case of natural disaster. Brothers
and sisters: Creation is not a possession that we can
dispose of as we please; and it is even less a
possession of just the few. Creation is a gift, it’s a
present, a magnificent endowment that God has given
us so that we may care for it and use it for the benefit
of all, and always with respect and gratitude. You
may know that I am preparing an Encyclical on
Ecology: you can be certain that your concerns will
figure in it. I thank, and I would like to take the
opportunity to thank the members of Vía Campesina,
the Cartoneros Federation and the many other
brothers and sisters for the letter they sent me on this
subject.
We speak about land, employment, the home. We
talk about working for peace and taking care of
nature. So why, then, are we accustomed to seeing
that dignified employment is wiped out, that so many
families are evicted, farmers are driven away, war is

Third, Employment
There is no worse form of material poverty — I want to stress this —
than that which prevents one from earning one’s bread and deprives one
of the dignity of employment. Youth unemployment, the informality and
the lack of labor rights are not inevitable, they are the result of a previous
social option, of an economic system that places benefits before man, if
the benefit is economic, before humanity or before man, they are the
effects of a throwaway culture in which human beings themselves are
considered consumer goods which can be used and thrown away.

In Europe, and these statistics are very clear, here
in Italy, slightly over 40 percent of young people are
unemployed; do you know what 40 percent of young
people means, it means an entire generation,
cancelling out an entire generation in order to
maintain balance. In another country in Europe, it is
more than 50 percent, and it is 60 percent in the
south. These figures clearly indicate how many are
excluded. The waste of children, the waste of the
elderly, who do not produce, and we have to sacrifice
a generation of young people, to maintain and rebalance a system at the center of which is the god of
money, and not the human being.
Despite this throwaway culture, this culture of
exclusion, many of you, have invented your work
with things that seemed no longer useful, but you
your craftsmanship, which God gave you, through
your solidarity, with your community work, with
your popular economy, you have succeeded and you
are succeeding.... And, allow me to say, this, more
than work, it is poetry!.
Now, every worker, whether or not part of the
formal system of paid employment, has a right to
appropriate remuneration, to social security and to
retirement coverage. Here are the cartoneros,
recyclers, street venders, tailors, artisans, fishermen,
farmers, masons, miners, workers in recovered
companies, members of every type of cooperative
and people who exercise more common trades, who
are
excluded from workers’ rights, who are denied
the possibility to have a trade union, who do not have
adequate and permanent revenue. Today I want to
join my voice to theirs and accompany them in their
struggle.
At this meeting you have also spoken about Peace
and Ecology. It is logical: there can be no land, there
can be no home, and there can be no employment if
we do not have peace and if we destroy the planet.
These are such important issues that peoples and their
grassroots organizations cannot but address them.
They cannot remain solely in the hands of political
leaders. All peoples of the earth, all men and women
of good will, all of us must raise our voices in

At this meeting you have also spoken about Peace
and Ecology. It is logical: there can be no land,
there can be no home, and there can be no
employment if we do not have peace and if we
destroy the planet. These are such important issues
that peoples and their grassroots organizations
cannot but address them.
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converge,
become
more
coordinated, meet each other,
as you have done in these
days. Be mindful, it is never
good to enclose the movement
within a rigid structure, this is
why I said meet each other;
and it is even less good to try
to absorb it, to manage it or to
dominate it; free movements have their own
dynamic, but yes, we have to try to walk together. We
are in this hall, which is the Old Synod Hall, and
synod means precisely “to walk together”: may this
be a symbol of the process you have started and
which you are carrying forward!
Popular movements express the urgent need to
revitalize our democracies, so often diverted by
countless factors. It is impossible to imagine a future
for society without the great majorities participating
in key roles, and this pivotal role transcending the
logical procedures of formal democracy. The
prospect of a world of lasting peace and justice calls
us to overcome paternalistic welfarism. It requires us
to create new forms of participation which include
popular movements and give life to local, national
and international government structures with that
torrent of moral energy that comes from involving the
excluded in the construction of a common future.
And doing so with a constructive spirit, without
resentment and with love.
I wholeheartedly accompany you on this journey.
Let us say together from the heart: no family without
a home, no farmer without land, no worker without
rights, no person without the dignity that employment
provides.
Dear brothers and sisters: continue your struggle,
you do us all good. It is like a blessing for humanity. I
give you as a memento, as a gift and with my
blessing, some rosary beads that were made by
artisans, cartoneros and workers in the popular
economy of Latin America.
And in accompanying you, I pray for you, I pray

So why, then, are we accustomed to seeing that dignified employment is
wiped out, that so many families are evicted, farmers are driven away, war is
waged and nature is misused? Because man, the human being, has been
removed from the center of this system and replaced with something else.
Because an idolatrous worship is rendered to money. Because indifference has
become globalized!: why would I care about what happens to others so long
as I can defend what is mine? Because the world has forgotten God, who is
the Father; it has become orphaned because it has set God aside.

waged and nature is misused? Because man, the
human being, has been removed from the center of
this system and replaced with something else.
Because an idolatrous worship is rendered to money.
Because indifference has become globalized!: why
would I care about what happens to others so long as
I can defend what is mine? Because the world has
forgotten God, who is the Father; it has become
orphaned because it has set God aside. Some of you
have said: we can no longer stand for this system. We
must change it, we must place human dignity at the
center again, and we must build the alternative social
structures on that framework. It must be done with
courage, but also with intelligence. With tenacity, but
without fanaticism.
With passion, but without
violence. And everyone together, confronting
conflicts without getting trapped within them, always
seeking to resolve tensions in order to reach a higher
level of unity, of peace and of justice. We Christians
have something very beautiful, a line of action, a plan
we could call revolutionary. I strongly recommend
you read the Beatitudes which are contained in
Chapter 5 of St Matthew.
I know that there are people among you of
different religions, trades, ideas, cultures, countries
and continents. Today, here, you are exercising the
culture of encounter
Today you are also seeking a synthesis between
the local and the global. I know that you are working
every day on close and concrete things on your
territory, in your neighborhood, in your workplace: I
invite you to continue to seek this broader
perspective; may your dreams fly high and embrace
everything.
Popular movements express the urgent need to revitalize our democracies, so often
For this reason
diverted
by countless factors. It is impossible to imagine a future for society without the
the proposal that
great
majorities
participating in key roles, and this pivotal role transcending the logical
several of you
procedures of formal democracy….
spoke of to me
For
this
reason
the
proposal
that several of you spoke of to me seems important to
seems important to
me:
that
these
movements,
these
experiences
of solidarity which grow from below, from
me: that these
the
subsoil
of
the
planet,
converge,
become
more
coordinated, meet each other, as you
movements, these
have
done
in
these
days.
Be
mindful,
it
is
never
good
to enclose the movement within a
experiences
of
rigid
structure,
this
is
why
I
said
meet
each
other;
and
it is even less good to try to
solidarity
which
absorb
it,
to
manage
it
or
to
dominate
it;
free
movements
have their own dynamic, but
grow from below,
yes,
we
have
to
try
to
walk
together.
We
are
in
this
hall,
which
is the Old Synod Hall, and
from the subsoil of
synod
means
precisely
“to
walk
together”:
may
this
be
a
symbol
of the process you have
the
planet,
started and which you are carrying forward!
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with you and I would like to ask God the Father to
accompany you and to bless you, to fill you with his
love and to accompany you on the path, giving you in
abundance that strength which keeps us standing: the

power of hope, the hope which does not disappoint.
Thank you.
For further information
http://www.news.va/en
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Citywide Data Collection and "Knowing Your City"
SDI launched the Know Your City campaign at the
7th World Urban Forum in April 2014. The Know
Your City campaign is a global campaign for
grassroots data collection and inclusive partnerships
with local government for citywide community
networks of urban poor communities. The campaign
urges affiliates to scale up data collection processes
and outputs and demonstrate that SDI’s arguments for
community-driven data collection are about more
than just information and data; they are aimed at
building inclusion of the urban poor into city policy.
Know Your City speaks to active awareness,
engagement, and understanding of the urban space
that you occupy. It encourages citizens and local
governments to move beyond the shelter you call
home to the level of your street, neighborhood, and
ultimately, the city as a whole. To gain a sense of
familiarity through information and experience that
can inform both theoretical and practical
understanding of space and the relationships various
inhabitants have to it. When information moves to
knowledge and understanding it comes to stand in
opposition to narrow opinion. It then becomes a
powerful tool in the hands of those who own it. Slum
dwellers have come to learn the power and value of
information that moves to knowledge and
understanding as they engage their city officials or
those others who own the land which they occupy. A
large and growing number of urban dwellers live in
poverty because most city development plans exclude
informal settlement. This is in spite of the precedents
set by organizations of citizens such as SDI’s urban
poor federations; in spite of evidence that
conventional city planning is unable to meet the
demands of rapid urbanisation and only exacerbates
urban informality and poverty.
In practice, the core of SDI’s Know Your City
campaign is a standardization of our settlement
profiling data collection methodology for informal
settlements. Settlement profiles are different from
household enumerations in that they allow a whole
settlement to look at itself as a collective rather than
as households in isolation. Whole communities then

have the possibility to build relationships with their
local governments or land owning authority for the
improvement of the physical conditions of their
settlements and lives as a collective.
The settlement profile gives settlement leadership
and city authorities a glimpse of the big picture at the
settlement level. The standardized profile allows for
an aggregated view of the types of land occupied by
informal settlements in a given city, as well as the
physical conditions of the spaces in terms of and in
relation to infrastructure.
SDI has developed a standardized settlement
profile questionnaire based on the questionnaires
developed and used by federations across the
network. This questionnaire forms the new baseline
for all historic and future data collected for settlement
profiles within the network. Both quantitative and
qualitative in nature, the profile affords possibilities
to compare and aggregate settlement level data across
a city and, where federations work in multiple cities,
across the region. In maintaining an emphasis on the
nuances of local contexts, federations have the
opportunity to supplement the standard questionnaire
to improve the qualitative descriptions of individual
settlements.
Both the process and the resulting data become
tools of communication, dialogue, and building
relationships. Drawing on SDI’s guiding premise to
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make ‘visible’ the invisible communities of the urban
poor, the data communicates quantifiable facts about
the physical conditions and scale of informality and
urban poverty on a citywide scale while at the same
time adding nuance to the particular conditions of
poverty and exclusion as experienced in the daily
lives of slum dwellers inhabiting these spaces.
The Know Your City campaign also aims to
emphasize the spatial, social, economic, and political
relations between slum dwellers and their cities over
time. To August 2014, we have a total number of
6,343 historic data sets in standardized format
available. This data forms the baseline for conditions
of informal settlements from 2009 – 12 across cities
like Mumbai, Nairobi, Kampala, Johannesburg,
Harare, and Freetown. As these datasets were
collected via an array of forms they remain in various
states of ‘completeness’ in terms of the standardized
form. On a federation-by-federation basis, the SDI
network will ‘complete’ these as far as possible over
the next year. The importance of this data is twofold.
It constitutes the first point for developing
longitudinal comparative data of informal settlements
at the city level, as well as an
opportunity to monitor and evaluate SDI
federations’ work and engagements
within these cities. It offers the
foundation from which informal
communities can develop citywide
arguments at scale and over time.
Seven national federations in Africa
(Uganda, Kenya, Malawi, Zimbabwe,
South Africa, Namibia, and Ghana)
have committed to field test and further
improve the rigor of both the new
standardized profile form and the data
collection process. At present, 377 new
settlement profiles have been uploaded
to the central web based data platform.
These are the beginnings of SDI’s
learning around citywide profiling with
20

a standardized tool to take the SDI methodology and
process of data collection to scale at a citywide level
in slums/informal settlements and enhance the rigor
and verifiability of our data.
An increasing body of evidence suggests that the
major cities of the Global South are overwhelmingly
“slum cities,” in which a majority of residents live in
neighborhoods understood as “slums.” The objective
of our work is to bring slums into relation with the
‘formal city’ and into the centre, rather than confined
to the margins, of policy and development debates.
The aim is not for inclusion by emphasis on the
subaltern identity of slums and their dwellers in the
city, but rather a shift to the recognition of the role
and part of slums and their dwellers in the complexity
of the city.
Why This Matters
From a number of federations we are
beginning the see and understand the power
of standardized and aggregated data at the
city level. The Uganda Federation has
completed and verified settlement profiling for
62 identified slum settlements in the city of
Kampala. A map of Kampala has been
produced from data collected by the
federations. The Kampala map shows the
location and extent of the slums in the city.
These areas cover an estimated 11,000 acres
（4451,5ha）across the city and are home to a
total estimated population of 2.5 million
people. In Kampala, federation members
using GPS devices mapped the settlement
boundaries on the ground. Later these
boundaries were verified by means of highresolution
maps
and
the
settlement
identification landmarks collected via the
profile. As more often than not, a number of
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households, on average 5 but up to 10, may
share a structure, the federation estimates the
population based on the number of households
multiplied by the average household size.
Based on the federation data, the approximate
population
density
of
slum/informal
settlement areas in Kampala would be 227
people/acre (0,4ha). The total area of Kampala
city is 46,702 acres (18900 ha) of which 43,490
acres (17,600 ha)are land and the remainder
taken up by surface water bodies. This means
that slum settlements, based on federation
data may take up to 1/4 of available land in
the city. The most recent census of Uganda
was conducted in 2002. Accepted statistics
estimate the city’s population at fewer than
1.7 million people and thus an estimated
people to land ratio of 39 people/acre.
According to a discussion paper delivered at
the 2014 Annual World Bank Land and
Poverty Conference, the National Slum
Dwellers
Federation
of
Uganda (NSDFU) and
support
NGO
ACTogether reports that
“data cited in the
Kampala
Physical
Development Plan […]
claims there are only
500,000 people living in
Kampala’s slums [and
it] identifies 31 slums in
Kampala – half the
number identified by
the
NSDFU
and
ACTogether.”
In Zimbabwe, the
Federation,
alongside
their local authority,
“profiled the entire city

of Harare, settlement by settlement” to
identify peoples’ needs on the ground. This led
to the transfer of land by the city to the
communities for the construction of upgraded
houses in Dzivaresekwa Extension, one of
Harare’s largest slums.
The profiles completed by the Kenyan
Federation thus far indicate that the central
concerns for slum communities in Kenyan
cities are access to land and access to
adequate and safe sanitation. As most of the
land occupied by slums in Kenya is privatized,
and under high threat of eviction from
developers looking to take back the land as
land values in Kenya’s cities continue to rise,
living space for the poor becomes increasingly
precarious with little hope of engagement
around upgrading and security of tenure.
Interventions around sanitation, especially,
have been nearly impossible and continue to
threaten health and security of slum
residents, especially women.
The Know Your City campaign marks a
historic shift in data collection activities
across the federation network. While
maintaining
a
settlement-by-settlement
approach, we are scaling up our arguments to
encompass citywide scales of poverty and
informality. We are putting renewed emphasis
on the right of urban poor communities to
collect and own the information and data
about their lives and livelihoods and leverage
these as powerful assets to claim inclusion in
the cities in which they work and live. Moving
from the local, based on our data, we are
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developing comprehensive and composite
indicators to illuminate both the general and
particular conditions of poverty and inequality
in cities to challenge and simultaneously
inform global
sustainable development
indicators proposed for the post-2015
development agenda.
For further information

http://www.sdinet.org/blog/
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Finding Business Solutions to Social Problems:
Jesuit Initiatives in Social Enterprise
October , 2014

Today’s problems need different strategies and Jesuits
must apply new skills and techniques in order to
respond more effectively. Beyond simply business
skill however, there is a need for greater imagination
to solve the challenges of today. In the same way
business as usual needs to change, social ministries
and apostolates must also go beyond the usual.
For example, buying coffee might be about taste,
price, and quality. But increasingly, our purchases
might also consider giving a decent wage to the
communities who grow the coffee or even the social
investments the coffee company makes.
But it’s not just coffee. More and more, the
decisions we make about the products we buy and use
– soap, cosmetics, clothes, bags – are influenced by
their social value. This is an example of social
enterprise at work recently taken up during the
Jesuit Conference of Asia Pacific Social Apostolate
Meeting held in the Philippines from August 18 to 21,
2014.
According to the Global Social Benefit Institute
(GSBI)
at
Santa
Clara
University,
social
entrepreneurship “utilizes innovative business skills

and technologies to address the needs of those living
in poverty.” Instead of focusing solely on the profit
motive, social entrepreneurs put their skills to use in
pursuing solutions to pressing social problems. Often,
they work directly with communities in need, finding
ways to provide services that most of us take for
granted such as clean water, electricity, health care,
education and financial services.

Young adults in indigenous communities
explore coffee production in upland northern
Mindanao,
Philippines.
Some
Jesuit
institutions are exploring social enterprise as
a way to respond to the needs of the people
they serve. Service and accompanying
communities have long been components of
the Jesuit Social Apostolate mission. Some
Jesuit organizations are already exploring
how best they can utilize the principles of
social entrepreneurship to help others.
In Indonesia, Credit Union Microfinance
Innovation (CUMI) Pelita SE.J.ahtera is a
credit union focused on providing access to
financial services for the poor. The
organization provides opportunities for microentrepreneurs to save money,
access loans at low interest
rates, access insurance and
protection benefits, and get
education and entrepreneurship
training.
A
similar
program
in
Cambodia
is
implemented
through the Poor Farmers
Solidarity
Association
that
provides revolving grants to
members for livestock, rice,
immediate
assistance,
and
other special projects.
In Australia, Jesuit Social
Services is trying to address
situations
of
“entrenched
disadvantage,” particularly, to
support youth who are unable
to enter the labor market. Their
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Ignite Cafes are not-for-profit
social enterprises that provide
support and education and
training in order to secure
employment for disadvantaged
and vulnerable young people.
Fr Xavier Alpasa SJ of
Simbahang Lingkod ng Bayan
(SLB) and a TED Fellow, says
social entrepreneurship is the
“third sector,” a hybrid of
business, community, and the
private sector. Although on the
surface, a social enterprise might
look very much like a traditional
business, there are a number of
important
differences.
A
traditional business focuses on
accumulation of profits while a
social
enterprise
seeks
to
distribute the benefits. Business as usual is
primarily a profit-oriented activity. Social
enterprises evaluate their performance on the
triple-bottom line, which means not only how
they make a profit, but also how they benefit
the environment and society.
Social enterprises are growing quickly,
with more and more people seeking ways to
create products with greater value than just
what’s on the price tag. But there is still much
room for growth.
Because the social mission is central to the
social enterprise, success cannot be measured
in the same way as a regular business
enterprise. Where a traditional business
would judge its success on the basis of number
of sales, a social enterprise must be able to
show its impact on social problems. Do more
people have clean water to drink? Are farmers
receiving a fair wage? Do families have access
to affordable health care? And because these
are complex problems, measuring impact is
not always so easy.
For further information
Jesuits in Asia Pacific: News Bulletin
October 2014
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Wake Up before It Is Too Late
A UNCTAD report states that farming in rich and
poor nations alike should shift from monoculture
towards greater varieties of crops, reduced use of
fertilizers and other inputs, greater support for smallscale farmers, and more locally focused production
and consumption of food. More than 60 international
experts contributed to the report. k.
UNCTAD’s 2013 Trade and Environment Report
(“Wake up before it is too late: make agriculture truly
sustainable now for food security in a changing
climate”) states that monoculture and industrial
farming methods are not providing sufficient
affordable food where it is needed, while causing
mounting and unsustainable environmental damage.
This is the line of argument that Vía Campesina,
GRAIN and the ETC group have been advocating for
over twenty years. They contributed chapters to the
UNCTAD report and have now created a joint
partnership to advance agro ecology and peasant
farming as alternatives.
Over the past few years, we have seen a steady
flow of high level reports from the UN system and
development agencies arguing in favor of small
farmers and agro ecology.
International recognition that this is the way to
solve the food and climate crisis is clearly building,
but this has not been translated into real action on the
ground where peasant farmers increasingly face
marginalization and oppression.
“Long before the release of this report, small
farmers around the world were already convinced
that we absolutely need a diversified agriculture to
guarantee a balanced local food production, the
protection of people’s livelihoods and the respect of
nature. To achieve this goal, the protection of the
huge variety of local seeds and farmers’ rights to use
them is paramount. As small farmers, we are
struggling to preserve our own indigenous seeds and
knowledge of farming systems,” said Elizabeth
Mpofu, general coordinator of La Vía Campesina.
Evidence is mounting that the industrial food
system is not only failing to feed the world, but also
responsible for some of the planet’s most pressing
social and environmental crises. “The industrial food
system is directly responsible for around half of all
global greenhouse gas emissions, as we showed in

our contribution to the UNCTAD report,” says Henk
Hobbelink of GRAIN. “We cannot solve the climate
crisis without confronting the industrial food system
and the corporations behind it. We should be turning
to peasant based agro ecology instead.”
Pat Mooney of the ETC group adds: “The
corporate food chain uses about 70-80% of the
world’s arable land to produce just 30-40% of the
food we eat. In the process peasant farmers, the real
food producers, get thrown off their land and
tremendous environmental harm is done. This is
clearly not the way to feed the world”.
It is time to translate policy documents into real
action and governments at all levels (from local
authorities to international bodies) are responsible for
taking the right decisions in this regard. We call upon
the international community to join us in the struggle
for food sovereignty, to resist the corporate control of
our food system, and to support peasant farmers and
other small scale food producers to feed the world.
Notes:
* Vía Campesina is the global movement of
peasant farmers struggling for food sovereignty.
GRAIN and ETC Group are international
organizations that fight the industrial food system and
support peasant based alternatives. They have joined
forces in a partnership to advance peasant based agro
ecology.
* UNCTAD is the United Nation’s Conference on
Trade and Development. The 2013 Trade and
Environment Report can be downloaded from:
unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ditcted2012d3_en.
pdf
For more information:
Elizabeth Mpofu, La Vía Campesina
, ezimmpofu@gmail.com
Henk Hobbelink, GRAIN, ,
henk@grain.org
Pat Mooney, ETC Group
mooney@etcgroup.org
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Community Architect Network of Cambodia
(CAN-CAM) 2014

Since 2010, the Community Architects Network in
Cambodia (CAN-CAM) has taken the role to help the
communities to design their housing and upgrading
projects.
Besides CAN-CAM has linked with universities
and technical institutes and organized seminars to
draw idealistic young people (both students and
professionals) into the country’s community
development movement
Here is presented a gallery of some of their 2014
activities
1. City-wide survey
Workshop. With the community and government
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2- Training on low cost housing
Workshop. /With the community.
Bamboo house model

3- Workshop and Action Plan 2014-2015
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4- Working with UN-Habitat for disaster
reconstruction at the Battambang and
Siem Riap Provinces
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5- Decent Poor Fund 2014
The Decent Poor Fund provides small, flexible
grants to bridge the gap between the poor and the
very poor, allowing for more inclusive and
sustainable city-wide upgrading. This goal will be
achieved by supporting the poorest families of the
poor communities, who are identified by their fellow
community members through their city-wide
networks.

6. Publications

  

For further information:
yesokly@gmail.com
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Community Development Fund (CDF)
(January 2015)

	
 
The projects that ACHR (Asian Coalition for
Housing Rights) through its ACCA program are in
implementation in 28 Cambodian cities.
223 small projects in the 28 cities, and 14 housing
projects (plus 5 projects in underway) in 13 cities.
In these cities more than 14,000 members have
saved around USD 590,000. Besides these savings
are revolving a total of USD 650,000 of City
Development Funds (CDF) in 23 cities.
The projects are implemented by the Community
Savings Network (CSNC) with the National
Community Development Foundation NCDF in close
cooperation with the National, Provincial, and Local
authorities.
Times are still difficult in Cambodia, with many
evictions across the country. But the saving groups of
Cambodia through, their links have obtained
government land and show the efficiency of people
managed housing plan and projects. Spreading out
the small projects budget
For instance the small projects which fund
individual projects (for water connections or
individual toilets）are treated as revolving funds
from the local CDF, while projects founding
collective improvements (like drains, roads or dikes)
are treated as a grants.

Spreading out the housing projects
One example is the rule that the ACCA funds
should not cover more than 20% of the infrastructure
cost in the housing projects, with the idea that the
local government should at least pay 80% of them.
The loans are given to the communities, not to the
individuals, and are repaid monthly in five years, at
8% annual interest (which includes 1% for the citylevel welfare fund, 2% to the local CDF and local
network activities and 5% which goes to national
NSDF fund to increase its lending capital)
Contributions to the 19 housing projects
1) ACCA loans were given mostly for housing
loans USD 525,000, they constitute 5% of the total
cost.
2) Government has provided free land in 10
projects. Of a value around 8.6 million USD
(80% of the total)
3) Communities 920,000 USD
The Community Architects Cambodia (CAN
CAM) is helping the communities to design their
projects and linking also with the universities and
professionals
For further information:
info@cdfcambodia.net.

Cambodia Community Architects Network with Cambodia’s most famous Architect
and Urban Planner Van Molly Van at RUFA, Phnom Penh, May 2014
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Praxis: A Review of Policy Practice

Doing Well by Doing Good: Turning	
 People’s Enterprises Around
A Conversation with Bambang Smawan of Indonesia’s
Sina Swadaya
Is social enterprise the great poverty-reducing
institutional novelty of our times?
Where government or nongovernmental entities
failed before, do social enterprises, as people’s
organizations that “do good by doing well,” create an
alternative vehicle that contributes positively to the
lives of the poor?
Bambang Ismawan, one of the founding fathers of
the social entrepreneurship movement in Indonesia,
thinks so.
Pak Bambang set off the practice of sustainable,
citizen-led initiatives over 40 years ago when he
founded an economically sustainable rural
development organization, Bina Swadaya. His
purpose was to empower rural Indonesian farmers
and their communities through education,
information, and access to basic goods and services.
Bambang has organized the farmers into self-help
groups (SHGs) and trained community leaders in
agribusiness and entrepreneurship.
As a collective movement, Bina Swadaya (which
translates as Self-Reliance Development Foundation)
has done financially well and competes with
Indonesia’s mainstream businesses. Its core
undertakings include microfinance as its banner
development, agribusiness development, magazine
and book publishing, printing services, and
alternative tourism development. Its Wisma Hijau
Training Center provides facilities for meetings,
training workshops, and seminars. To date, Bina
Swadaya has trained over 30,000 community leaders,
organized more than 120,000 grassroots SHGs
serving 3.5 million people, and launched 650,000
microfinance institutions (MFIs) with 13.5 million
members. The organization runs 17 companies,
including a franchising operation for agricultural
shops that funds 100% of the organization’s
operations. Each of the Bina Swadaya businesses is
profitable. Overall, 25% of its profits are plowed
back, which funds the expansion of its work
throughout Indonesia.

Ismawan has a master’s degree in agricultural
economics from Gadjah Mada University and a
master’s degree in rural sociology from Bogor
Agriculture Institute. As a student, he was interested
in neither business nor politics. He opted to specialize
in the sociology of the rural economy. He was active
in the Gerakan Sosial Pancasila made up of laborers,
farmers, fishermen, paramedics, and entrepreneurs,
an involvement that evolved into his philosophy of
promoting
self-reliance
and
community
empowerment. He was cofounder of the Indonesian
Society for Agriculture Economics and its general
secretary for many years. He was named the Ernst &
Young Social Entrepreneur of the Year in 2006.
In 2008, he received the Sang Pemula Award (The
Pioneers Award) from the NewSeum Indonesia
Foundation, and in 2009, he was named Senior
Fellow by the Ashoka Foundation for Social
Entrepreneurship, USA.
A recent visit to Manila by Ismawan gave APP
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Senior Editor Eduardo Gonzalez the chance to
exchange views with him on social entrepreneurship
in Indonesia.
❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
Gonzalez: Your life story indicates your social
activism was passed on to you by your parents,
particularly your mother, who was active in the
Indonesia Women’s Union in the 1930–1940 period.
What was it like when you were growing up?
Ismawan: I stayed with my parents in Lamongan,
East Java, until I was 13 years old, when I had to
move to another town for my schooling. I saw them
though during school breaks. Growing up, I learned a
lot from them. From my mother I learned how to
work hard, be enthusiastic, and be efficient. I did
household chores, like cooking, cleaning the house,
and washing and ironing clothes. I went with my
mother to buy groceries. When she was elected
treasurer of the Indonesia Women’s Union, I helped
her collect union membership fees on weekends,
before playing football with my friends. Thanks to
her, I became skilled at practicing simple
management and work efficiency. My father was the
family entrepreneur. It was from him that I got this
penchant for social entrepreneur- ship. He would
often tell me—perhaps to emphasize his concern for
the public good—”Tuno sathak bathi sanak,” the
Javanese equivalent of “It’s okay to lose the business
as long as you gain new friends.” My parents
encouraged me to be independent and self-reliant.
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Gonzalez: Were there other major influences in
your life?
Ismawan: I got enlightened about the life of the
poor community while I was studying at Gadjah
Mada University in Yogyakarta in the 1960s. At that
time, I met a Dutch priest, Father John Dijkstra, who
frequently visited far-off villages in Gunung Kidul, a
dry coastal region southeast of Yogyakarta.
Unmindful of the dirt, the priest readily assisted the
villagers to cultivate the barren soil. I was
embarrassed to see a Dutch priest going to remote
villages to help the poor. He taught me that the most
effective way to help people was not simply to give
them things, but to supply them with information and
skills. I told myself that I had to try to be like him.
I must also thank my wife, who is a professional
herself, for dutifully supporting me while much of
my time and energy was devoted to the Pancasila
Movement.
She would sell fried bananas and tempeh at a
traditional market to support our family.
Gonzalez::You were active in the Pancasila
Farmer’s Association, which worked for community
empowerment and Indonesian independence during
Orde Lama, in the time of President Sukarno. In the
initial stages of Orde Baru, during the ascendancy of
the Suharto government, you founded Bina Swadaya,
which was (and still is) focused on the economic
development of Indonesian farmers. Was this a
logical progression for you, as conditions in
Indonesia shifted from Sukarno’s fiery nationalism to
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Suharto’s more sedate (albeit repressive) economic
order?
Ismawan: The Pancasila Social Movement in the
1950s formed the basis for much of Bina Swadaya’s
operations. I was elected as President of Pancasila
Farmer’s Association in 1965. The Association had
three approaches: advocacy, project management, and
promoting grassroots self-reliance. In 1967, the
Association established Bina Swadaya Foundation,
which functioned as legal holder of its projects.
The authoritarian character of the New Order
Regime was well-known, also its suspicious attitude
toward popular organizations like NGOs. In 1973,
Suharto’s government “simplified” matters by
merging 15 farmers’ associations into a single
association called Himpunan Kerukunan Tani
Indonesia (HKTI). We could not change the situation,
so our strategy then was to use HKTI as an advocacy
vehicle for defending the rights of Indonesian
farmers, on the one hand, and Bina Swadaya as a
vehicle for empowerment and increasing the capacity
of farmers to sustain themselves, on the other.
It was a tense situation. Community organizations
(COs) were viewed and treated as threats by the
regime. The state of affairs was not without
challenges and difficulties.
I was often summoned by military officers for
questioning regarding my activities. To steer clear of
military distrust, I offered to cooperate with state

institutions on a variety of activities. We see our
programs and the interaction between the people and
our trainers simply as a social laboratory.
For instance, Bina Swadaya worked with the
National Family Planning Board (BKKBN) for six
years on a campaign for women’s participation in
development.
We helped the BKKBN to set up projects
involving 13.5 million families. I also worked with
the government to enlarge the funds available for
financial aid for underdeveloped villages (IDT)
across the nation. Bina Swadaya also collaborated
with all forestry offices across Java, and with Bank
Indonesia on microfinance in 23 provinces. Our
coverage is very expansive. But we don’t highlight
our name there. We are just like a virus—invisible,
but it has its effects.
Gonzalez: Theodore Friend, in his book
Indonesian Destinies, said that “instead of filling
[Indonesians’] stomachs, [Sukarno] tried to inflame
their imaginations,” whereas Suharto went on to
“cultivate full bellies but empty spirits.” What is your
take on this statement, as Bina Swadaya struggled to
adjust to Suharto’s economic stabilization policies
and corporatization of societal organizations?
Ismawan: The statement accurately described the
existing situation then; however, it needs further
elaboration. After independence, at the end of the
Second World War, the Sukarno government faced
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multiple problems, namely: defending the
independence (internal dissensions lasted another five
years), pacifying separatist movements, establishing a
new government system, strengthening the weak
economy and confronting mass poverty, while
maintaining a good relationship with the international
community. At that time, the only good thing in the
hands of Sukarno was the people’s spirit to continue
the revolutionary journey.
What happened was that, after the terrible 1965
events, when the situation calmed down, the
Indonesians, tired with the struggle, started
supporting Suharto’s economic stabilization policy.
You must remember that a large segment of the
population lived on subsistence agriculture. As such,
there was great need for the implementation of
effective economic development programs. Suharto’s
approach did generate economic progress through the
trickle-down effect. But the elite-driven growth only
widened the gap between wealthy people and the
Indonesian masses. Nevertheless, because farmers’
organizations existed, access to vital agribusiness
information and microfinance services grew, which
was an empowering means of development. As a
legal institution, Bina Swadaya had to follow all of
the government regulations, but if you loved the
people there was always room for creativity.
Gonzalez: No doubt Bina Swadaya has been a
resounding success within the context of past and
present challenges. In the post-Suharto era, Bina
Swadaya reformed itself into a social enterprise that
develops self-supporting communities. How has it
fine-tuned itself following the trend toward
democratization and decentralization in Indonesia?
Ismawan: Let me first tell you the history of Bina
Swadaya since the Pancasila Movement up to now. It
can be categorized in three periods: as a social
movement (1954–1974), as a socioeconomic
development institution (1974–1999), and as a social
entrepreneurship institution (1999–present). During
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the Old Order Regime, Bina Swadaya was a mass
organization whose goal was to mainstream the
empowerment of the community in the state’s
decisions. In the New Order Regime, Bina Swadaya
was a managed social laboratory cooperating with the
government as well as with other NGOs for wider
impact.
Following
the
movement
toward
democratization and decentralization in Indonesia
that started in 1999, Bina Swadaya transformed into a
social enterprise. It was, however, a new concept for
most people working in the development industry. I
should say Bina Swadaya helped shape the
development of the social entrepreneurship in
Indonesia. The democratization in Indonesia certainly
helped. We have widened our advocacy,
empowerment, and self-reliance initiatives. There’s
more openness, and less restraint on our activities.
Gonzalez: You indicated in various interviews that
your entrepreneurship approach started much earlier,
when Bina Swadaya was born. You focused on selffinancing, starting with publishing and leveraging its
profits to enter into other forms of business—from
consulting services and franchising agricultural shops
that serve as outlets for the farmers’ products, to
microfinancing, rural banking, and ecotourism. You
refused donations and government handouts. How
did Bina Swadaya survive this particular phase?
Ismawan: In the beginning, I had to deal with
problems and difficulties. It was like going into a
forest without knowing the area. Because of the
regime restrictions, I could bank on neither
government support nor on foreign funding for my
work. There was little motivation with respect to
funding from foreign sources for civil society
initiatives. After a few years, Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung, a German Foundation, offered us a longterm grant. Their trust made us strong. We spent the
money on building a professional team and
infrastructure. Later, Bina Swadaya enjoyed support
from more international donors. Let me say, however,
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that from the very beginning we knew that donations
work temporarily only.
Gonzalez: The centerpiece of your activities is
microfinance. Can you describe how microfinance
services operate in Indonesia?
Ismawan: Microfinance approaches in Indonesia
can be categorized into several kinds: savings-led
microfinance, instituted by SHGs, credit unions, and
koperasi simpan pinjam; credit-led microfinance,
operated by rural credit institutions patterned after the
Grameen Bank; microbanking, involving the rural
banks (Bank Perkreditan Rakyat); and the linkage
model, which is a joint operation by banks and SHGs.
We’re often called the microfinance laboratory of the
world.
The demand for microfinance development is so
great, considering that 92% of businesses in
Indonesia, or 51 million business units, are still in the
micro category, of which less than 10 million get
finance services from the formal market.
The rest are mostly trapped in the informal market
run by moneylenders. The interest rates charged by
moneylenders are very high, ranging from 20%–50%
per month.
To overcome this, the government has
implemented microfinance programs. Microfinance
development is mostly in the hands of government.
On the upside, these programs are of wide
scale and have broad reach. Unfortunately,
they are not sustainable. The people
consider microfinance as a grant so that
sometimes it is not repaid. Furthermore, it
is a subsidized setup, which distorts the
operation of the microfinance industry. For
those who find them-selves in financial
hardship, we have added a credit insurance
scheme to this service.
Gonzalez: Can you tell us briefly the
success story of the Arta Mekar Mulya
Group—an SHG of farmers who, after
embracing
an
alternative
financial
institution, became micro entrepreneurs
following long years of depending on
moneylenders? I understand that what
started as “solidarity savings” has grown
into a microfinance program that raises
funds through borrowing on terms near
market rates.
Ismawan: Bina Swadaya used to
promote SHGs by encouraging members’
savings to be used as the base for providing
loans to members. When SHGs expanded
their business, after some technical
assistance from Bina Swadaya, the groups’
savings had become inadequate to meet the

loan requirements. Bina Swadaya then started the
Solidarity Saving and Loan Program among the
SHGs to meet the need for the members’ growing
business. The Arta Mekar Mulya Group applied this
program model among the SHGs in its area. The Arta
Mekar Mulya Group is located in the District of
Subang, West Java, where 91.5% of the village
population were peasants. A rural bank, BPR
Abdiarta Swadaya, was established by Bina Swadaya
to achieve its new objectives. As a result, the majority
members of Arta Mekar Mulya who were micro
entrepreneurs and peasants could borrow up to Rp.
400,000 without any form of physical collateral, thus
allowing them to expand their micro businesses or
further improving their rice farming.
Gonzalez: There were of course moments of
adversity. Trubus, the centerpiece of Bina Swadaya’s
publishing business, took 15 years to break even.
People’s organizations like Bina Swadaya were
considered threats by the Suharto regime. Even
popular opinion went against NGOs trying to earn a
profit. You were often accused of capitalizing on
poverty.
Yet, notwithstanding this unfavorable climate, and
at the very moment when Bina Swadaya was facing
bankruptcy, you went into an expansion binge. That
did not seem to make sense, because in theory you
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diversify only if there were adequate financial
resources and managerial expertise to cope with the
intricacy of operating a multi- business social
enterprise. The gamble certainly paid off. The
question is, what prompted you to place your bets on
such a risky diversification?
Ismawan: I remember people making fun of the
entrepreneurship approach. What kind of farmer
would spend money to buy and read a magazine?
Sure enough, for the first 15 years Bina Swadaya
kept on facing significant losses, until we finally
managed to even out Trubus’ production costs.
Trubus has since become the market leader in
agricultural publications and its parent company has
flourished, publishing 1,825 agricultural books, 1,509
titles in other areas, and offering printing services to
other organizations. We leveraged our printing
infrastructure to enter into other diverse ventures.
It’s true that during this time, in order to avert the
threat of bankruptcy, we diversified through various
ventures. According to the law at that time, a
foundation could use up to 25% of its funds to invest
in for-profit schemes. So we opened shops,
publishing houses, cooperatives, etc., and the income
from these ventures went back to the foundation to
support its social mission. As I told people often,
other companies diversify their ventures after they
receive profit.
We, on the other hand, had to diversify because
we weren’t making any. The diversification went well
because it was based on the growing need of clients
and the available personnel to do the job. We were
aware that this course could create a wider span of
control that needed solid teamwork. But we also
delegated tasks, using the subsidiarity principle. It’s
also true that popular opinion went against profitearning NGOs. But later people started appreciating
that to do business with people in order to sustain
community services is a good thing. Looking back, it
was not so much a gamble as putting faith in people’s
ability to overcome a crisis.
Gonzalez While the primary goal of social
enterprises like Bina Swadaya is social impact, their
for-profit structure requires focusing on what
practitioners call a “double bottom line”—dual social
and financial objectives that guide managerial
decision making and determine success. In short,
“doing well while doing good.” It can become all too
easy to rely too much on the more familiar economic
measures of success. Social impact measurement
challenges make it rather hard to show success
convincingly. In Bina Swadaya’s case, how is it able
to deal with resource allocation trade-offs that affect
both the economic and social bottom lines?
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Ismawan The basic structure of Bina Swadaya
consists of two institutions: a social foundation and a
limited company.
As a social foundation, Bina Swadaya fulfills its
mission for social development, while ensuring
sustainability. The Bina companies. Bina Swadaya’s
Board of Executives functions as a holding company.
That also has established a limited subsidiary
company with autonomy to manage its own area of
business. Each company has its own success
indicators of performance, in both social and
financial terms. The profit of the companies partly
goes to the Foundation as the shareholder to cover
partly the cost, of the companies for capitalization,
and partly for managers’ and staffs incentives. In
applying the dual bottom line, we recognize that the
value of the preferential option for the poor must be
applied together with the value of commercialization.
Participation must be lived in line with costeffectiveness.
Gonzalez: Under the current Indonesian
administration, has state policy gone progressively
hand in hand with the growth of social enterprises?
What do you think are the remaining policy gaps that
need to be filled?
Ismawan: I am worried about the top-down
approach that is still being implemented by the
current government. Unlike other countries,
government programs dominate microfinance
activities in Indonesia. In 2002, there were 16
poverty-related programs with a microfinance
component conducted by 10 different government
agencies, with the total budget exceeding US$300
million. It has both positive and negative aspects.
On the positive side, a significant number of MFIs
are created. The Usaha Pen- ingkatan Pendapatan
Keluarga Sejahtera (UPPKS) Indonesian business
program, for example, has facilitated the
establishment of more than 650,000 SHGs that also
function as MFIs.
On the negative side, since most of the programs
offered subsidized credit in an unsustainable manner,
the programs have distorted the microfinance market.
Many MFIs, especially the nonbank MFIs, are facing
problems in their operation caused by subsidized
credit.
To make matters more complicated, poor
understanding of the significance of financial
sustainability in building strong COs permeates
Indonesian culture.
This sentiment is felt even today—although the
law allows COs to have earned-income activities,
only 35% have established local revenue streams.
The government must respond to the needs of the
people. It must change its top-down approach to a
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bottom-up one. If this nation does not change course,
we risk self-destruction.
Gonzalez Sally Osberg, president and chief
executive of the Skoll Foundation, said that over
recent years
“I’ve come to see how the ‘social’ that
characterizes their purpose also characterizes their
way of working. In other words, social entrepreneurs
don’t just pursue a social end, they pursue that end in
a fundamentally communal way.” Would this be true
of Bambang Ismawan?
Ismawan: I think so. I believe working for the
benefit of the many will gain the confidence and trust
of the workers. I myself relish the joy of working
together with people. If the joy isn’t there, I would
have to do something else.
Gonzalez: You recently handed over direct
oversight of Bina Swadaya to a colleague, moving
over to the chairmanship of the organization’s
advisory board. Is this a sign that you are moving on?
What would you consider as your legacy to social
entrepreneurship?
Ismawan: Five years ago, after more than 40 years
of full involvement in Bina Swadaya’s management,
I handed over direct oversight to a younger, energetic

team of management. While moving over to the
Chairmanship of the Board of Trustees, I felt my
remaining energy can be positively spent for what I
call: Beyond Bina Swadaya. The main goal is the
same: people empowerment for poverty alleviation,
but my new perspective is rather different. It’s more
in the line of networking and promoting synergy
among the stakeholders. My dream is to mobilize the
academe. Realizing that Indonesian universities have
“tridharma”—education, research, and community
service—it is very strategic to encourage them
through their research and community service units to
function as integrator among local-level stakeholders.
That is how I’m looking to spread my ideas about
self-reliance, in Indonesia and even beyond. I only
listen to the people and help them find the best
solution. It’s really something to see their faces light
up when they find the right answer.
For further information:
462 Asian Politics & Policy
Volume 5, Issue 3—2013
b.ismawan@gmail.com
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Interim Report on ACCA II Activities in Japan
1. Introduction
The approved budget during the ACCA II for
Japan is US$62,000 in total. The allocation was
sanctioned by the ACCA Committee meetings in
Yangon, May 2013, and in Mumbai, September 2013.
It basically consists of:
•   Osaka buraku improvement
•   Fukushima-evacuees’ collective housing、
•   Tohoku tsunami rehabilitation
•   Other activities), and
•   National process support.
It was agreed that the national capacity building
budget of US$10,000 be applied to the Osaka buraku
improvement. US$41,000 has already been disbursed
and the above activities are under way.
2. Osaka buraku improvement
Background:
Millions people in Japan are still faced with
traditional prejudice and, more often than not,
discriminated in employment and marriage, due to
their origins associated with Burakus ("outcast
settlements"). The Buraku Liberation League (BLL)
has struggled for a century advocating their own
rights. In the mid 1960s, the government admitted the
political responsibility for eradicating discrimination
and rectifying disparity, and a series of heavily
subsidized projects were implemented for settlement
improvement. In 2002, however, such special subsidy
programs were terminated, and buraku communities
could no longer wait for government assistance.
Indeed, some pioneering buraku communities
became increasingly aware that they need
mechanisms of mutual support for community
maintenance. For example, Asaka and a few
neighboring buraku communities in Osaka had been
the forerunners of mobilizing community assets,
motivating people to contribute, establishing
community enterprises, setting up nursing homes and
other welfare establishments, and managing
community centers, small shops and public bath,
many of which were located on municipal lands. The
idea behind these enterprises was, on the one hand, to
find sources of income for the BLL movement and
activities, which had depended on government
funding and, on the other, to extend service support to
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communities outside burakus for community-initiated
social integration.
However, the present central government is
pursuing market-oriented neo-liberal policies, while
the Osaka mayor is privatizing land and building in
buraku and other low-income settlements, threatening
collective space and opportunities so far managed by
local communities. Furthermore, an amendment was
made to Public Housing Act in 2007 that introduced
income-adjusted rents in place of the flat rent. Active
young people with more income have left buraku
areas and rather purchased private housing outside
than kept paying relatively higher rents inside, while
low-income elderly families are left behind or move
into the areas and stayed in old small public housing
units. Consequently many of inner-city buraku
communities including Asaka are now half-empty,
and a majority of residents are old, alone and poor.
Such running down of settlements and weakening of
communities conspicuously represents urban
problems in present-day Japan, which requires policy
re-orientation.
Faced with such community impoverishment and
land privatization, several buraku communities in
Osaka, including Asaka, Yata and Kashima, jointly
formed a research group and have undertaken selfsurveys and analysis, assisted by Mr. Jeon Hong-Gyu,
an ACHR-Japan member, and Osaka City University.
They have come up with a plan of actions for, among
others, the establishment of a “people-based town
development agency” for community revitalization.
Deprivation of people’s space by anti-poor
politics and market-oriented policies represents a
nation-wide human settlement trend, and it is most
conspicuously evident in buraku settlements where
“community-base” is being eroded. This proposal is
for several conscious and concerned buraku
communities to federate and create a collaborative
framework, and to re-gain self-management capacity
of housing maintenance and settlement development.
It attempts to demonstrate a new model of
community revitalization, and strategically involve
the government and private sector in this process for
policy change. International solidarity through ACCA
will strengthen this change process.
Planned activities:
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Osaka’s three buraku communities, Asaka, Yata
and Kashima, will jointly establish a “people-based
town development agency”, based on experiences
accumulated by community-based organizations,
non-profit corporations, welfare societies and
cooperatives so far working in their areas. This will
be a new framework of collective actions for
community
revitalization,
and
strategically
purchase/rent/maintain land and housing in the area,
safeguard
community-managed
welfare
establishments and services, build/occupy and
manage social space for community interaction,
facilitate community business enterprises, and
negotiate with the government and private sector for
people-friendly land and housing programs. It will
also promote exchanges with other buraku and nonburaku communities and Asian poor groups on
people-managed community maintenance.
Focus of operational activities may depend on
specific characteristics of the three settlements. For
example, Asaka already acquired a house for the
disabled in the area which was about to be sold by the
local government to a private developer, mobilizing
people’s contributions and community assets, and
then placed it under the community ownership and
control. It caters to people in and outside the area,
thus integrating communities. Asaka community now
rents and occupies a vacant unit of public housing
and converts it to a community space for the aged
and youth to gather, enjoy local traditional foods and
play, organize house maintenance consultations, etc.
Similarly, some public facilities already closed down
and sold by the government, such as public bath,
clinic and community centre, will be negotiated for
community use.
Yata community, where public housing has been
rebuilt in the area, attempts to get involved in house
management and maintenance, so that they retain
diverse population. It will also focus on creating
common space for people from in and outside the
area to interact with, and on intervening in
privatization of public welfare facilities by the
community taking up their management. Vacated
land plots have been identified for community job
creation, after-school child care, and public bath,
mobilizing welfare societies and cooperatives in the
area.
In Kashima where a majority of former public
housing sites was already sold to the market, people
negotiate with prospective private developers for
house design that are likely to attract their younger
generation to come back. The community already
experienced in managing a collective house for
disabled people. It plans to rent a vacant house unit to
open a support centre to call, visit, watch and care

single, elderly people. A community retail shop is
also planned, occupying a public shop-house unit.
Starting with the three burakus, the new model of
community management will soon involve a large
number of low-income settlements facing the same
problem. Creation of interactive community space
may lead to a variety of community-initiated actions
such as self-management of welfare, collective
housing, community funds, community enterprises,
and collective livelihood management as new
survival strategies. The solidarity-based development
model, less reliant on big investments and nuke
energy, may be meaningfully brought even to the
disaster-hit areas, thus encouraging the affected
people and promoting pro-active community sharing.
The model will help cope with adverse policy trends
nation-wide through new buraku movement and
advocacy.
Progress:
Funds equal to some 100 thousand dollars have
been raised locally from BLL local branch,
neighborhood associations, community-based welfare
establishments and others and added to the ACCA
contributions (20 thousand dollars). A series of
research workshops was organized by the threecommunity study group, joined by ACHR-Japan,
focusing on issues and procedures of establishing a
town development agency (see photo 1). Community
representatives also participated in field workshops
with Korean counterparts.

Photo 1: study workshop between buraku communities and
ACHR-Japan

As an initial step, Asaka community negotiated
with the City for non-residential use of a vacant unit
of public housing in the area. In August 2013, the
community occupied the unit and converted it to a
community space for the aged and youth to gather,
enjoy local traditional foods and play, organize house
maintenance consultations, etc. Soon, the community
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Photo 2: Half-deserted Asaka community

space, named “cosmos” was opened. Mr Seiji Yamato,
a correspondent from the BLL News, reported in
January 2014 on “cafe cosmos” as follows:
“A number of community centers and a various
types of facilities for youth and for the aged in
buraku settlements in Osaka have been closed down
or “integrated” by the city government over last three
years under the municipal financial reform. Public
baths, small shops and other community-level
facilities are also out of operation these days. Large
vacant plots are here and there within communities
and a very few number of people are seen along the
streets. Asaka community is not an exception (photo
2).
But a new initiative was born in Asaka to create a
“community place to stay” in the midst of the
settlement. The community obtained the city’s
approval for rent and re-use (community business) of
a vacant public housing unit. BLL Asaka branch,
welfare establishments in the area, a local human

rights support association, and community
development groups, assisted by Bangkok-based
ACHR, financially contributed to the physical
renovation. Last September, a community cafe
“cosmos” was opened and has been managed by the
community. It is almost always full house with some
20-30 people, particularly elderly residents, who visit
and gather every day (photo s 3 and 4).
Asaka community did a survey with support from
Osaka City University for last three years. It was
found that nearly half of the residents were aged 65
or older, most of whom were either single or old
couple households, living on small pension only. It is
partly due to the concentration of low-rent public
housing. Mr Yoshihiko Yamamoto, Asaka community
leader, says “This area is going back to slum situation
day by day, if nothing done now. People tend to stay
at home alone for the whole day. The first step is to
have them come out to gather”.
The community cafe is open from 10 am to 5 pm
every day except weekends. Two women community
members, Akiko and Etsuko, volunteered to organize
and arrange the cafe. “We want to help and do
whatever we can, if for revitalizing our community!”.
A morning set (toast, coffee and a boiled egg) is
priced 250 yen and available until 2 pm. Noodles,
assorted boiled vegetables, Japanese pan-cakes are
among the most popular items. During lunch time,
the cafe is full of visitors. The two smiling women
managers surely create family atmosphere and let
visitors feel at home. Four months passing, Akiko
says, “Older people used to isolate themselves, but
gradually they became regular customers here”.
But the real intention of Yamamoto and the

photo 3: Community cafe Cosmos
photo 4: Yamamoto and elderly customers
(photo credit: The BLL News)
(photo credit: TheBLL News)
Note: Local contributions of 10,000,000 yen were mobilized to be added to the ACHR disbursement,
and spent on selected items above. The total cost of physical renovation of community space with utility instalment
plus related operational expenses amounted to 5,515,551 yen (August-November 2013).
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leadership goes beyond. When the government
program for buraku improvement was massively
going on, rinpokan, a settlement-based community
center, was a place of integrating government support
services and buraku liberation movement. Now that
the central government ceased to finance special
buraku programs and local authorities close down
community facilities, rinpokan functions are rapidly
disappearing in buraku communities. Yamamoto says,
“We plan to occupy other vacant units, expand
cosmos functions and add a “life support
consultation” center. We cannot neglect lonely old
citizens in our community. We want to revive a
rinpokan of our own”. He is also mobilizing local
welfare establishment for community-oriented
business and the cosmos is expected to become a
center of community revitalization.

gathering for both evacuees and local people. The
room rent of JPY50,000 per month for the common
living space has been partly assisted from ACCA
allocation.

3. Fukushima-evacuees’ collective housing
Background:
As of January 2014, more than 48,000 people fled
from Fukushima province and still temporarily settle
outside. They are spread nation-wide and tend to lose
contacts with their original areas. Many women, with
children, left Fukushima where the husbands are still
working. ACCA I project prepared collective housing
which has accommodated several women-headed
families and migrant workers evacuating from
radiation in Fukushima. The location is close to
Kitashiba, Asaka and other buraku communities and
Kamagasaki, a largest town of daily laborers. It was
expected to further upgrade the evacuees’ collective
housing and for creating a space of interaction
between evacuating mothers with children and local
vulnerable groups including abused children and old
people in rooming houses.

  

  

  

Planned activities:
•   architectural renovation for creating a common
living space in collective housing
•   small rent subsidies at the initial stage for
evacuee families and life-support counselling
Progress:
An ACHR-Japan member and community architect,
Seiji, and his team CASE, worked closely with a nonprofit Community Management Association (CMA)
and obtained funding support from the government.
After negotiating with a private house owner, they
proceeded to substantial physical renovation of
several units in row houses for evacuee families. This
collective housing consists of individual dwelling
units and a common living space (See three photo s
below). In the living space have been organized job
training, mental counselling and community

  

  

Local authorities and some private house owners
became amenable to the house improvement for this
purpose. Toyonaka City in Osaka, for example, was
active in accommodating evacuee families in the
public housing, facilitating communication and
extending life support, and recruited an ACHR
colleague Risa as an advisor and care supporter for
evacuees. Meanwhile, within Fukushima, another
colleague, Keiko, is renting a small room to open an
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information center to assist those who may opt for
fleeing to outside.
Meanwhile, some evacuee leaders currently
staying in Osaka established a mutual-aid association.
The government permanent housing for affected
families in Fukushima, and site preparation for it, is
not really progressing. The association identified a
vacant plot within Fukushima Province, and decided
to build low-cost rental housing collectively. Some
50 evacuee families, both within and outside the
province, have already agreed to join the porject. A
part of ACCA II assistance may be used to support
this initiative. The association already received offers
of lands from in and outsid Fukushima. Mr. Endo, the
leader of the Association, says their housing may not
necessarily be a permanent one, but reasonable
accommodations will support processes for self
reliant livelihood of disaster-affected people
including himself.
Note: National subsidies were mobilized through
CMA, and MISEREOR contributions were also
added to the total receipts, which supplemented the
above payments. The total cost was about 3 million
yen.
3. Tohoku tsunami rehabilitation
Background:
Nearly three years have passed since the Tohoku
disaster of 11 March 2011. Most of tsunami-affected
families are still accommodated in temporary housing
or take refuge in distant standardized housing
schemes would hardly meet the needs. The housing
process should be combined with community
rebuilding, livelihood recovery and people-led townwide reconstruction proces relatives’ houses. They
are now at the stage of seeking permanent dwellings,
but the government ses. In Otsuchi, a devastated
fishing town, a local support organization named
tsudoi (meaning “getting together”) was established
by local affected people. Sachiko, an ACHR-Japan
member, now serves as Secretary of tsudoi in Otsuchi,
her home town.
Some of the current issues ACHR-Japan discussed
and identified are : (1) those disaster-affected but
living outside government temporary housing areas
tend to be excluded from support services, (2) those
families who evacuated nation-wide, particularly
from Fukushima, need networking support, (3)
government “service centers” are institutionally
biased toward health care concerns, against
employment
generation
and
settlement
redevelopment, (4) hence information sharing is
required on a wider-scale concerning positive civic
actions as well as technical and institutional
information
on
livelihood
and
settlement
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development, (5) Concrete tools for community
building (community funds, workers’ collectives,

Photo 8: Destructed coastal area of Fukushima remains
unchanged since the nuku accident, as the entry is restricted
(September 2013).

participatory housing, etc.) must be demonstrated to
encourage affected people.
In view of the above post-disaster circumstances
and national negative trends as seen in inner-city
buraku settlements, ACHR-Japan visualized a scope
of extending a community-initiated development
system that have emerged in a vacuum of institutional
service provisions in the disaster-affected areas (such
as collective housing, community social space,
cooperative housing, community funds, community
enterprises, collective livelihood management) to
nation-wide low-income settlements as a new
survival strategy. Developmental actions that started
in disaster-affected Tohoku, less reliant on big
investments and nuke energy, may proliferate in other
areas, thus promoting community sharing. The
experiences in wider areas may be brought back to
the disaster-hit areas. This will help cope with
adverse policy changes at a nation-wide scale through
solidarity building and people-based technical
innovation.
Planned activities:
The project will basically support tsudoi’s actions
to extend to a town-wide and region-wide scale.
•   participatory design of tsudoi’s office building
as a community space)
•   supplementary assistance to community fund
•   town development seminars for bringing up
local “community architects”
•   promotional activities on cooperative/collective
housing
•   international exchanges of tsunami-affected
people
Progress:
Community actions
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With support from ACCA I and MISEREOR,
tsudoi established its office and community-gathering
space. Though it became an active center of tsunamiaffected people, the location could not be of
permanent nature. The building had to be dismantled
after a year, while the devised temporary construction
system of frame structure that could be transported to
another site was still to be disseminated. ACCA II
facilitated locational survey for an alternative
permanent site and funding proposal for new
construction, but it is not finalized as of today.
The tsudoi has been trying to create a community
fund. Though it has not been revolving yet, the initial
fund, to which ACCA support was supplementary,
was effective in initiating to organize a number of
experimental activities encouraging affected people.
About 1 million yen was mobilized locally, and
supported (1) seminar sessions on handicraft work,
mental care, housing information, etc. (2) regular tea
parties, (3) arranging small outlets of local products
for marketing to areas outside, (4) linking local
residents and fleeing evacuees, (5) coordinating
voluntary workers, and (6) organizing festivals (See
three photo s below). This contributed to reviving
community organizations and their local events, and
led to rediscovery of local resources and
opportunities.
Regional and local exchanges
As reported on ACCA I, Sachiko, Secretary of
tsudoi, and Usuzawa, a young leader of a newly
established local organization in Otsuchi, participated
in ACHR meeting of community-initiated disaster

management in Indonesia, January 2012. In parallel,
information sharing and local exchanges were
underway soon after the disaster between the affected
areas and with communities known by peopleinitiated development such as Kitashiba. It was
observed that such local and regional exchanges were
effective in transferring ideas and initiatives and in
empowering people.
Using ACCA II and MISEREOR assistance and
mobilizing local sponsors such as Nihon Fukushi
University, tsudoi organized a field visit program
sending five tsunami-affected woman leaders from
Otsuchi-Kamaishi to the Women’s Coop in Sri Lanka
in August 2013. After the 2004 tsunami in the Indian
Ocean, Women’s Co-op groups in a number of
affected areas took a lead in formulating
reconstruction plans, combined overseas emergency
aid with their own savings funds to establish a
tsunami recovery fund, issued housing credits, and
initiated house reconstruction processes on lands
offered by local governments.
Women from Japan were impressed by visiting
Women’s Coop groups in Colombo and tsunamiaffected fishing villages as well as CLAPNET
network working with local authorities (See three
photo s below). Among many lessons they discussed
was that Japan is a highly-institutionalized country
with a rigid legal framework, and that their calamity
of 2011 meant local institutional setup was washed
away. In a vacuum of institutional control, one may
be able to learn from less institutionalized countries
where community solutions could be relatively easily
born and practiced by people themselves. People
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must first get together, the visiting women noted, to
discuss their needs mutually and discover their
strengths and resources, without waiting for
government professional directives.
As a follow-up, a group of five from Women’s
Coop stayed in Otsuchi town and Kamaishi City in
September-October 2013. They visited affected
families, temporary housing sites, government
support centers, women groups of fishing
cooperatives, local community leaders, and small
shops and handicraft groups that started after tsunami.
They participated in an affected people’s town forum,
organized by tsudoi and ACHR-Japan, to speak on
the comparison of post-disaster activities between
two countries. The group, joined by local community
representatives, also visited mayors of Otsuchi and
Kamaishi. The people’s town forum and their
courtesy calls on mayors were highlighted in local
newspapers. The group told that “Asian culture” of
living together with the nature, even if it is violent
sometimes, was common among people between the
two countries, and suggested the mayors to
reconsider the planned construction of 20m-high
breakwater dike all along the coast. After listening
about Women Coop activities, a local woman
community leader noted that while there had been
many exchange programs for friendship in the past,
they could now establish solidarity linkage for
practical actions and that organizations and funds
could be created from within, though both had been
brought to them by external agencies since the
disaster. The Sri Lankan group then visited in Tokyo
a nation-wide cooperative alliance to discuss
rehabilitation support, social security programs, and
international cooperation.

photo 16: Talking with a fishing coop woman leader in a
temporary workshop

photo 17: Handicraft shop managed by
tsunami-affected women

photo 18: affected people’s town forum
photo 15: Women’s Coop group visiting temporary housing in
Tohoku
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3. National process support
Planned activities:
The objective is to coordinate and monitor
implementation processes of three ACCA-assisted
projects in Japan: Osaka buraku improvement,
Fukushima-evacuees’ collective housing in Osaka,
and Tohoku tsunami rehabilitation. Through this
process, it is also attempted to reorganize and
revitalize ACHR-Japan. The task is entrusted to Asian
Research Center for Social Well-being and
Development (ARCSWD), Nihon Fukushi University,
(Director: M.Hosaka):
•   1) Coordinate all ACHR-funded and other
related activities in Japan
•   2) Extend monitoring and research support to
local groups involved in ACHR-assisted
activities
•   3) Organize mutual exchanges among the local
groups and opportunities of staff training
•   4) Liaise with ACHR and ACHR-Japan

Progress:
Sachiko was provided training opportunities in the
field of community development in Osaka, involving
herself in buraku improvement and evacuees’ housing.
When Korean groups came to Osaka and Nagoya, we
took that opportunity to call upon ACHR-Japan
members and jointly reviewed Japan-Korean
exchanges in the past. Core members involved in the
above three projects had increasing opportunities to
meet and discuss the progress each other.
Note: Most of the above planned activities were
implemented
through
local
financial
and
organizational support by CMA and ARCSWEDNFU without expending ACCA budget.
For further information
hosaka@n-fukushi.ac.jp

photo 19: call on Mayor and Vice Mayor, Kamaishi, one of the most severely tsunami-affected cities
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21 Years and Still Going Strong
by Hendrina Shuunyuni
THE Shack Dwellers Federation	
  of Namibia
celebrates 21 years of supporting people’s housing
progress this year. This people’s initiative to improve
the living conditions of their families started in 1987.
The first support was initiated by the churchbased community leaders Lindi Hartung and Bishop
Zephania Kameeta, who brought together people
living with insecure conditions in hidden back yard
shelters and overcrowded rented rooms.
Confronted with the challenges these households
faced on a daily basis, they brought the people
together to start discussing possible solutions to their
needs.
The group was called Saamstaan (Stand
Together)and was later joined by Anna Muller and
others, who gave technical and organizational
support.
In October 1992 the communities established the
Namibia Housing Action Group (NHAG) as their
umbrella body and during 1993 they employed their
own support service to assist them.
The venue of this 21-year celebration was at
People Square, the development of the first group in
Namibia.
The group acquired a block of land to develop
their own housing and services with the support of
the Namibia Housing Action Group
Support Services.
The piece of land is located is located in Katutura
West opposite Club Thriller. The group started in
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1987 as part of Saamstaan, when they were saving
according to the credit union methods. They
subsequently became part of the national people’s
movement, the Shack Dwellers Federation of
Namibia (SDFN)in 1998. Their initiatives paved the
way for the establishment of a national network of
organized community which has reached all the
regions, urban areas as well as rural communities.
Land acquisition was a priority for the group.
They decided to buy their own blocks of land because
individual plots were too expensive and members
could not afford them due to their low incomes. The
sale of a block of land was eventually approved by
the City of Windhoek in 1992 and subsequently
People Square became the first saving group to
benefit from the Build Together Program of the
Ministry of Regional and Local Government,
Housing and Rural Development.
The head-households members, with 40 women
and five men, were very committed as they found it
difficult to house their families in the very expensive
and very small rented rooms. Evictions from rented
rooms were very common, often because of disputes
with the landlords because of lack of privacy.
The members started to save for the land while
negotiations for the land were in progress. They
planned the layout of the land and location of the
houses on the land with the support of the NHAG
support service. Each member obtained a 150 squaremeter portion. They set up rules stipulating their land
and inheritance rights as members of People Square.
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By the time they commenced the building of their
houses, the members as well as their families were
ready to also take active part in the construction
process. They acquired skills in making bricks,
digging foundations and mixing of mortar. The work
was made easier for the members as they could put
up their shacks on the land.
The group constructed their houses in two phases
and by 1997 all 45 members occupied their own
house.
The first group built houses during 1993/1994 for
24.6 square meter, costing N$7 500. (1
USD>11NAD-Oct 2014).

The second group completed their houses in 1997
and built 32.9 sq meters houses for N$12 500. The
group also managed to install water and sewer lines.
On 9 August 1997, the minister of housing Nickey
Iyambo officially opened the People Square houses.
This process opened the doors for thousands of
other Namibians to follow and learn. Today 3 800
households have already constructed their houses and
6 000 households are in the process of acquiring
tenure under the Shack Dwellers Federation. The
20,000 members of the SDFN also pooled N$17
million for their houses.
The People Square development also influenced
local authorities to look at more affordable ways of
providing land to the poor and contributed to the City
of Windhoek Development and Upgrading strategy.
People Square received a Best Practice Award
from the Ministry of Regional, Local Government
and Housing during the International Habitat Day
celebration in 1999.
For further information
www.namibia-Shackdwellers.blogspot.com
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Forming a People’s Movement
As the Namibians learned about how federations in
other countries organize themselves, the Namibian
federation started to realize that the group members
have to do the work themselves：own their activities
and manage their own loans, reports and activity
plans. A member explains how they worked in
Windhoek to create and build this kind of
ownership in the federation.
The 141  groups in Windhoek divided themselves
into networks to enable more people to participate
in the federation work. Working in networks eased
the collection of   reports to measure the progress of
the groups. It also became a learning process
whereby one group with   skills to solve a problem
could share their experiences   with another group
facing a similar problem. The network structure
also proved cost-effective in that no funds were
required for travelling, as other network members
were living in the same neighborhoods.
The networks took over the loan approval process,	
 
which made the loans faster and ensured that the	
 
process was actually changing members’ lives, the
networks explained the process and preparing the
members for the loans. Loan teams at the network
level, made up of loan committee representatives,
only came to check that everything was done
according to the requirements.
For a member to qualify for a loan, he or she
needed to be active in regular savings, regularly
participate in meetings and all activities of SDFN and
have a clean record when it came to water and land
payments.
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Initially, groups were very reluctant to manage the
savings books. During an SDI meeting in 2008 in
Windhoek to learn and share experiences around the
respective Poor People’s Funds, the Namibians
introduced the monthly forms recording each
member‘s monthly payment. The groups struggled
initially with the different forms, but are improving
every day. According	
  to Edith,
“… we started to learn more about reporting	
 we
started to put the figures on the flip charts and read it
to understand it. We needed to know how much
money we saved as Namibians, what we had
contributed towards the fund and how well we do our
repayments.
The facilitators also needed
to understand in order to
facilitate the process.”
In the Khomas region, members decided to check
their savings books every month to make it easier to
prepare for the six-month reports. For transparency
reasons, a group cannot check their own books and
are visited by another group in the same area to do
this. Two people from each group give a report on
how they have progressed with savings and monthly
reporting at the network meetings.
Combining information among networks enables
members to measure progress towards planned
targets on a six-monthly basis. The Khomas region,
for instance, planned to save US$6,700 for land and
US$5,300 for daily savings, with each of the 11
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networks in the region required to measure their own
progress. All 13 regions in Namibia follow this
process every six months. The bi-annual national
meetings of the SDFN then serve as a platform for
sharing information and planning how members can
help each other in different regions.
It is important that groups take decisions and
make proposals to share at network, regional and
national levels and that the national meeting does not
make decisions for the groups.
Addressing the challenges
Much as the federation members have learned to
manage savings over the years, there are still
challenges to be addressed. Some of the problems
that members point to are interpersonal conflict,
apathy and issues around communication within
groups. When people have obtained the housing they
need, they can, for instance, become defensive if they
are struggling to repay their loans. This is where
exchanges between groups can provide support to
members in resolving conflict.
Another challenge faced by members in the City
of Windhoek is remaining patient despite land
delivery being very slow. To address this, the
federation remobilized in Kilimandjaro, Babilon and
One Nation informal settlements around loans
designed for small business, especially for those who
are unemployed, to improve their income and to start
saving again.
Ownership and accountability is gained when
people are aware of what is going on in the
federation, learning from each other and sharing
information.
Those who have bought land and developed it
also face challenges around municipal water and
service payments. Groups normally have one water
account that they divide between the households.
Sometimes there is a group where members are not
cooperating; some are paying, some not, and they all
find themselves without water. In Self Service Group,
their solution was to install individual water meters.
There is still only one account, but the individual
meters help the group monitor the consumption of
each household. Payment is according to usage,
rather than equally shared regardless of the
consumption. And for those who don’t pay, their
water connection can be closed immediately unless
they share their problem with the group. So it is up to
the group to take ownership and control the situation.
It is important that groups take ownership and that
all members in the group are active.
The impact of savings on
people’s lives

The experiences of federation members
demonstrate that group savings promote community
solidarity as members support each other and hold
each other accountable with their financial decisions.
This empowerment is especially significant for
women, who are most often the ones affected by
unemployment, unstable income, and lack of
adequate housing for their families. Selma Namwandi
of Jambidhidha Group had no income and lived in a
shack made of plastic when she joined the federation.
“f I had to compare my life (now with how it was
in the past,” she claims, “I would say I have a better
life – more than I ever expected. I happily own a
house and I can say that proudly.
When we started under the tree we didn’t have
money but we never gave up, we worked hard to
improve our lives. We went from one area to another,
mobilizing people to join the federation. As a
member I worked with savings, survey and general
information about the SDFN.
When I first joined the federation I couldn’t speak
any language but Oshiwambo and I was shy to speak
in public. Now I can communicate in Afrikaans and
have the confidence to speak in front of large
groups.”
The process of taking out loans from the
Twahangana Fund has proved especially beneficial to
women, for they are given the tools to help
themselves, and they recognize that they do not have
to rely for this on the support of men. Through this
system, individuals and communities come to
understand that their ability to build a house or start a
business begins with their own efforts and resources
For further information:
Excerpts of Role of
Savings in Namibia,
Published as the
2nd chapter of the IIED
working paper July 2014,
Community savings
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Namibia’s Shacks Dwellers Stand Out Globally
By Joel Bolnick

Two leaders of the Shack Dwellers Federation of
Namibia attended the Shack/Slum Dwellers
International annual Board and Council meeting in
Mumbai, India in July 2014.
They are Katrina Kanima, a regional facilitator
from Kavango East and Martha Kaulwa a national
facilitator of the federation. Known commonly in the
urban development world as SDI, Shack Dwellers
International is a prominent network of urban poor
federations from 34 countries, including Namibia.
The meeting specifically congratulated the
Namibian chapter of SDI on its 21st anniversary this
year. The president of SDI, Jockin Arputham from
India, who has received numerous international
awards, and has been nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize, spoke of the contribution the Namibia
Federation had made nationally and globally, to the
struggle against poverty and homelessness.
The Namibian federation grew out of the very
first African saving group in the network. This was
Saamstaan that started way back in 1987. It was –
and still continues to be – a women-driven initiative
in Katutura that brought together the hidden backyard
squattes and families from the rented rooms. In 1992
they adjusted their savings approach to become more
inclusive. This led to the establishment of the Shack
Dwellers Federation of Namibia (SDFN).
Namibia is affiliated to SDI with one of the
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smallest populations, but they are the group with the
biggest outreach inn geographical terms and in terms
of settlements reached.
It is the first SDI country with a total national
outreach with saving groups in all 86 urban areas in
Namibia, as well as within numerous rural
constituencies.
During the SDI meeting the Namibian
Federation was congratulated as the first affiliate to
profile all the informal settlements in the country
covering 246 informal settlements with an estimated
population of 500,000.
Kanima and Kaulwa told the meeting that about
20,000 households had pooled together N$17 million
(1 US$~ 167 N$) in their 604 saving groups, building
3,743 houses. This represents the highest level of
participation by low-income households in proportion
to the country’s overall population
These achievements would not have been
possible without the support and recognition of many
local authorities and the Ministry responsible for
housing. This support has become an international
example for the other 33 SDI affiliates, inspiring
numerous authorities from other countries during
their visits to Namibia, to support local communities
in their respective countries and cities.
There is a common assumption that when it
comes to housing delivery, the Namibian government
looks to its neighbors and to other countries for
direction. One of the best practices in urban
development is the central participation of the urban
poor themselves – especially women.
The Namibian federation must be recognized, as
it was at the SDI meeting, for transferring this
practice to many other countries in the SADC region,
including Zambia, Zimbabwe and Angola. Even
politicians, officials and community leaders from as
far afield as Brazil, Philippines and Kenya have come
to Namibia to learn from the federation and its
constructive partnerships with the government.
The saving groups in Namibia were important
beneficiaries of the build Together Program. What is
more important, since 2001 they have received
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annual contributions from the government? This has
given the urban and rural poor households in the
federation the opportunity to increase their house
construction through their own poor people’s fund,
called the Twahangana Fund.
This finance facility has been able to channel
N$78 million directly to the organized urban and
rural poor. This stands in stark contrast with the
majority of SDI affiliates who operate in countries
where there is no government support.
At the meeting the Namibian affiliate also
demonstrated the capacity of their communities to
manage the money entrusted to them and
constructing their houses through local building
teams. What is more the federation’s loan team has
ensured that the community contributed N$28 million
to date in the form of loan repayments. This was
acknowledged by SDI as an exceptional contribution
made by the urban poor of Namibia.
In fact the Federation’s Informal Settlement
Upgrading strategy is currently being adopted
internationally as one of the most important strategies
for building inclusive cities in which informal
settlements are transformed incrementally. Given
their existing national outreach, their track record of
good government relations, and their capacity to
manage projects, the Namibian federation is in a
good position to take the lead when it comes to
scaling up both the upgrading of informal settlements

as well as the production of affordable houses and
services for Namibia’s urban and rural poor.
As the Namibia federation enters its 21st year – a
very symbolic landmark – SDI watches
developments regarding urban development in that
country with an acute interest. Will the Namibian
government be far sighted and build on the solid
foundation of an active and empowered citizenry that
it has cultivated since independence?
Will it succumb, like other governments have
done elsewhere, to the pressures and demands of
other social classes and vested interests and relegate
the poor to being mere beneficiaries of externally
driven interventions that tend to further divide cities
and deepen poverty?
SDI’s experiences in Namibia give the global
network reason to be optimistic. In the years ahead;
as SDI plays a central role in the development and
implementation of new, sustainable Millennium
Development Goals it looks forward to being able to
showcase the precedent-setting achievements of the
Namibian Federation and its government in terms of
people-centered upgrading and housing.
1US$=11Namibian$
For further information:
www.sdfn.weably.com
www.namibia-shackdwellers.blogspot.com
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Whither Karachi?
By Arif Hasan
Karachi is a rich city. It feeds, houses, provides water,
electricity, transport and health and education
facilities (however inadequate) to over 20 million
people. It also provides support through remittances
to an even larger population. Few cities in the world
are capable of doing this. However, Karachi has
become an ugly city both, in the socio-political and
physical sense. According to official figures, its
population has more than doubled since 1998. Its
spatial growth between 1998 and 2011 has been over
20 per cent. The new settlements that have been
created on its fringe have no police stations or any
other form of formal governance. They are controlled
by the religious or ethnic groups that dominate them
or by informal developers, whose muscle power has
created them.
If the 2011 pre-census house count is to be
believed, Karachi is the only place in Pakistan where
household size has increased. This is not because of a
rise in fertility rates but due to an absence of
accommodation. The poor can only afford land on the
fringe and living on the fringe has become more
expensive than renting in the city because of the
excessive cost and time involved in travelling, nonavailability of jobs for women in the fringe, and the
absence of schools and health facilities. A new
dimension is the absence of security.
As a result of this, low-income settlements within
or comparatively nearer to the city center have
densified to over 6,000 persons per hectare, making
Karachi the third-most dense city in the world. These
settlements suffer from severe overcrowding, with all
its serious social and environmental negatives.
Meanwhile,
high-income
settlements
have
ridiculously low densities of less than 200 persons
per hectare. Despite these realities, there has been no
public sector social housing in Karachi for the last
two-and-a-half decades.
The city also floods but not because of climate
change as some would have us believe. It floods
because two of its main outfalls to the sea have been
encroached upon by elite housing societies and one
outfall by an expanding katchi abadi. The massive
floods that affected Saadi Colony in 2013 were the
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result of officially approved encroachments on the
natural drainage system by formal sector settlements.
The floods will happen again.
The city is full of unlifted solid waste. Much of it
is deposited in informal dumping sites near the creeks
of the city, which they are polluting. A very large
solid waste recycling sector, much of it informal,
helps in taking care of over 30 per cent of the waste
generated. No attempt has been made to integrate this
informal sector into the city’s solid waste
management system. Meanwhile, formal and
informal developers pay the staff of civic agencies
large sums of money to dump organic waste and
debris to illegally reclaim land from the sea for
development purposes. Also, contractors of waste
pickers pay the KMC staff to not pick up solid waste
from the neighborhood kachra kundis so that
salvageable material from them can be extracted and
sent to the formal and informal recycling industry.
Karachi is perhaps, the only city in the world
where the number of public transport buses has
actually declined in the last 10 years. If it was not for
the Qingqis and the rapidly increasing number of
motorbikes, majority of Karachiites would not be
able to get to work and back. However, there are no
physically segregated lanes or parking spaces for
motorbikes and there are also no pavements for
pedestrians, even on the fast moving signal-free
corridors. As a result of this, registered fatal accidents
related to motorbikes and the absence of pavements
and manned zebra crossings have increased by 39 per
cent between 2008 and 2013. As a result of these
conditions, women are the worst affected section of
the population. Research shows that because of
commuting related problems, many women do not
work. Also, increasingly, their choice of a job is
related to commuting convenience rather than their
expertise or need.
The city has become physically ugly because of
the countless haphazardly placed and low quality
billboards. They dominate the cityscape and do not
say much for the aesthetic sense and culture of our
advertising and civic agencies. They obstruct
pavements and road signs (where they exist) and
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trees are regularly cut down to facilitate them. They
do not follow the bye-laws that have been developed
for them and collapse in strong winds, causing injury
and death. There are so many of them that a minibus
driver commented, “Karachi has become a pimp for
big business”. The cityscape is also dominated by a
maze of electric and cable wires, which apart from
being grotesque, are the cause of a large number of
deaths even during very light rains.
Karachi’s most serious problem is livelihoods.
The informal industrial activity in the low-income
settlements on which a large section of Karachiites
survive has shrunk since it cannot compete with
Chinese imported goods. Technical and vocational
education to produce skilled labor for potential
industry and professions does not exist. In the
absence of technicians and para-professionals, the
numerous posh universities we are building are no
better than castles built on sand.
Many development schemes for the city have
been in limbo for over a decade. These include mass
transit proposals and the S-III sewage disposal plan,
in the absence of which, Karachi’s coastline and
creeks are heavily polluted. Meanwhile, grand plans
for the city’s densification and for speculative
commercial and elite residential developments are
being proposed and supported without a required
environmental impact assessment or an urban design
exercise.

The above issues can be tackled and overcome
only through a sound system of local governance
(irrespective of whether it is centralized or
decentralized), even if sectarian and ethnic killings
cannot be completely eliminated. In recent years, a
lot of concerned young Karachiites and NGOs have
initiated many programs related to culture, education,
health and awareness. This is a big positive. But, to
overcome the Karachi crisis, they need to come
together on a one-point agenda for the establishment
of a local governance system in the larger interest of
the city and the province of which it is the capital.
Hopefully, as a result of such a system, a Karachiite
will not die due to a building collapse, fire, an
absence of medico-legal facilities and unaffordable
health care. In addition, he/she will be able to get an
NIC, a death and birth certificate, get his/her child
admitted to a reasonable school and his/her mother to
a hospital, get a friend or relative released from
illegal police custody, and get to solve family and
property related issues without paying a bribe or
seeking patronage from religious or ethnic groups.
First published in The Express Tribune,
October 3rd, 2014.
For further information:
Arifhasan37@gmail.com
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Current Challenges in Housing
by Dr Noman Ahmed

It is now a well-established fact that urbanization in
Pakistan is rising exponentially. Studies by the
Planning Commission of Pakistan inform that by
2030, about half of the population shall be living in
cities and other forms of urban settlements. Among
the fundamental needs that emanate from this fast
pace of demographical change, housing is the
foremost need mentioned. It is also obvious that
options of housing for various cross sections of the
urban (and even rural) society are very limited.
Creation of slums, squatter settlements and periurban hutments and an unending sprawl are some
visible indicators that can be commonly observed
across the country. Several factors are important to be
studied to comprehend the scenario.
The changing sociological dynamics in the urban
areas directly cause an increase in housing need. The
joint family structure in cities is breaking down and
nuclear families are spreading fast. The demand for
housing, especially apartments in large cities such as
Karachi and single unit villas in various other urban
locations, is intensifying. An important contributor to
the swelling housing demand is the expanding
number of housing backlog. According to some
sectoral studies, a backlog of nine million housing
units exists as per current estimates. About 300,000
formally built units are constructed annually with a
predominant focus in urban areas. The large urban
clusters which are experiencing a population growth
due to in-migration and natural factors experience a
sharper rise in backlog on an annual basis. Therefore
the backlog continues to mount. Katchi abadis and
shanty towns then serve the unserved!
Social needs cause mass movements towards
cities, especially large urban centers. Housing
demand is also affected by migrations to the cities for
better health care and educational opportunities,
employment and entrepreneurial options and safety
and security reasons. The social dislocations caused
due to geopolitical factors, disasters and terrorist and
anti-terrorist campaigns in Pakistan during the past
three decades are vital concerns to be studied in order
to evaluate their impact on cities. Replacement of
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housing stock is an important demand factor in the
context of urban Pakistan. Housing studies based on
1998 census reveal that a visible demand for housing
repairs, replacement and redevelopment remains in
urban areas across the country.
In the past, land was considered a social asset.
Now it is traded as a saleable commodity. Urban land
has become a product attracting investments in
exponential proportions. Therefore its prices rise to
such high limits where its availability and access
becomes impossible for housing, especially for the
low and middle income clientele. The large
metropolitan centers face land encroachments on
public lands which limit chances of its availability for
housing. Political interests define and determine land
supply and distribution, while social and
development related demands such as housing
become a low priority factor. The allocations of land
to various political favorites at less than market
prices in Karachi, creation of large real estate
developments in the peri-urban locations, unapproved
land subdivisions and development of housing
schemes by realtors in Lahore and Islamabad are
cases in point.
It goes without saying that housing for the urban
poor is the most vital area of intervention for policy
makers, planning and development agencies in cities
and towns. Poverty indicators show that a sizable
population in the country, including in urban areas,
has to be extended with an option of decent living
and social progress. The Karachi Strategic
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Development Plan 2020 informs that urban poor
households, who mostly reside in informal
settlements of various kinds, total to 941,968 in the
year 2010. More than 100,000 new households in this
category require a corresponding number of housing
units and allied facilities. Given the fact that Karachi
is one of the fastest growing metropolis, the above
estimates for the absolute need for the urban poor
requires an authentic reflection. The emergence of
katchi abadis in Islamabad also reflect the fact that
better controlled and managed cities have not been
able to extend affordable options for the urban poor.
CDA records inform that more than 15 katchi abadis
have evolved in different locations in Islamabad
comprising varying number of households and
profiles. Once created, katchi abadis pose a tough
question of regularization or eviction for the city
administrators. It may be noted that the urban poor
communities are paying development charges to
many kinds and formats of informal developers.
Housing finance is an important subsector in
housing as it acts as a vital catalyst in the facilitation
for a vast clientele. It is affected by various
considerations. Studies indicate that at present, not
more than 2 percent of the finances are arranged
through formal housing finance institutions. About 10
percent of the lending is facilitated through informal
sources while the remaining is facilitated through
personal savings and other related means. State Bank

reports have lamented the fact that the total housing
finance mortgage market is around one percent of the
GDP, one of the lowest in South Asia. High risks in
transactions, poor governance and a breakdown of
law and order situation on a routine basis have made
an impact on the situation.
Many steps need to be taken to enhance the
options and choices of housing for the ordinary
citizens. The provincial governments must consider
establishing housing resource centers at the district
levels. These institutions may be empowered to
gather and package up-to-date information about the
public and private sector housing options. Pilot
projects may be undertaken for developing housing
on a cooperative basis for the low salaried employees
of government, public organizations and formal
private organizations. House Building Finance
Company must undertake innovatively designed
packages to assist its clientele and expand access to
housing to more needy groups.
For further information:
Dr Noman Ahmed
Professor and Chairman
Department of Architecture and Planning
NEDCity Campus,
Maulana Din Mohammad Wafai Road
Karachi 74200, Pakistan
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Role of Social Housing Foundation Corporation
(Background of SHFC &
Programs Related to Post-Disaster Housing Reconstruction)
I- SHFC Mandate
To be the lead government agency to undertake
social housing programs that will cater to the formal
and informal sectors in the low-income bracket and
shall take charge of developing and administering
social housing program schemes, particularly the
Community Mortgage Program and Abot-Kaya
Pabahay Fund Program

Types of loans available (as August 2014)
Loan

1. Lot Acquisition

2. Site Development

3. Housing Construction

Total Loan Package

Community Mortgage Program
•   Is a government financing assistance
window for legally organized communities
of Informal Settler Families (ISFs)
•   ON-SITE (presently occupying) or OFFSITE (choose to relocate to)
•   Provides community loans payable in 25
years at an interest rate of 6% annually
•   Community-driven

1 USD= 44,16 PHP
Amount

Monthly Amortization

₱ 100,000.00

₱ 644.00

₱ 30,000.00

₱ 193.29

₱ 120,000.00

₱ 773.16

₱ 250,000.00

₱ 1,610.45

II Current Targets & Accomplishments for Yolanda super typhoon
CMP Families affected by Typhoon Yolanda
Location

Existing CMP Projects

Visayas
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1. Tacloban

987 ISFs

2. Ormoc

549 ISFs

3. Roxas City, Capiz

3,838 ISFs

4. Pontevedra, Capiz

761 ISFs

5. Pan-ay, Capiz

137 ISFs
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6. Dumarao, Capiz

170 ISFs

7. Kalibo, Aklan

186 ISFs

8. Estancia, Iloilo

283 ISFs

9. Cadiz

123 ISFs
Total

7,034 Informal Settlement Families-ISF

Response to Calamity
•   Six month moratorium on payment of
monthly amortization immediately following
the occurrence of a calamity on CMP
affected areas
•   Grace period of six months for project

applications submitted within one year
period from date of calamity
•   Partner with international and local
agencies/groups to assist in rebuilding and
reconstruction efforts in communities (UN
Habitat, Habitat for Humanity, etc.)

CMP Targets for Yolanda Typhoon Affected Communities
Location

Prospective CMP Applications

Luzon
1. Coron, Palawan

527 ISFs

Visayas
1. Tacloban

4,683 ISFs

2. Ormoc

1,055 ISFs

3. Roxas City, Capiz

3,944 ISFs

4. Pontevedra, Capiz

34 ISFs

5. Dumarao, Capiz

34 ISFs

6. Cadiz

118 ISFs
Total

9,868 ISFs
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Tacloban City Experience (off site)
Community Association Information
•   Name

: Brigham Estate Homeowner’s
Association, Inc. 2
Location
: Barangay 93, Bagacay District,
Tacloban City
Number of ISFs : 492 Member Beneficiaries
/Informal Settler Families
•   CMP Loan Application
Application
: 25 February 2014
Approval
: 25 June 2014
•   Loan Amount
: ₱32,622,222.01
•   Housing Project Details
Total CMP Area
: 33,292.00 m²
- Modal Lot Size : 40.00 m2

- Minimum Lot Size: 33.00 m2
- Maximum Lot Size: 72.40 m2
•   Selling Price
:
₱32,622,222.01
MOU with UN Habitat
•   Implement
shelter
recovery
and
rehabilitation program targeting 610
households in selected CMP projects
•   Engage communities for the mainstreaming
of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) in home
repairs and rebuilding, train semi-skilled
artisans to improve over-all home repairs /
rebuilding

Building skills to Rebuild Communities after Typhoon Haiyan
SHFC-UN Habitat Project Launch
Key Challenges in Achieving Targets
•   Lack of acceptance for incremental approach
•   Need to strengthen partnership with donors
to housing
and other NGOs to provide technical
•   Slow response due to the lack of a base of
assistance, capacity building and grants for
operations and limited resources (physical
house construction
and manpower) in the area
For further information
•   Difficulty to secure permits, licenses and
other requirements for housing finance
For further information
(length of time and costs)
Social Housing Finance Corporation
•   Lack of available and suitable land for
www.shfcph.com/
housing
•   Difficulty to implement a housing finance
program
in
the
context
of
a
rehabilitation/reconstruction framework
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Community Organization in A Disaster Area
By Denis Murphy
In May 2014 three community organizers went to
work in Tacloban City which had been severely
damaged the night of November 8, 2013 by the worst
typhoon to hit land anywhere in the world at any time
in recorded history. The storm levelled over a million
homes, destroyed the coconut palms on which
thousands depended for income, and the boats and
nets of marginal fishermen. It killed at least 6,000
persons by official count, though private estimates
range up to 20,000 deaths, as it tore across nine
provinces in the central Philippine Islands. Tacloban
was at ground zero in this disaster and has become
the public face of what is good and what is bad in the
rehabilitation program.
Millions of dollars have been allocated for the
rehabilitation work, and with such amounts of money
have come political struggles over how to use it all.
Thousands of well-intentioned people from the
government, United Nations and international and
local NGOs are at work, yet despite the funding
available and the army of helping agencies little
seems to have been achieved, especially in terms of
shelter and job creation. What can three community
organizers possibly do in such a complex situation?
Let’s see.
In brief, the job of the community organizers
(COs) was, as it is nearly everywhere, to bring the
poor people, the NGOs, both local and international
and the government face to face with one another, so

there is dialog and hopefully cooperation and
compromise.
Tacloban is a city of about 300,000 people. It is
the education, transport and commercial center of the
Eastern Visayas region which includes the provinces
of Leyte and Samar. The city stood directly in the
path of the November storm with its winds of
300KPH and seven meter high storm surge. In the
poor seaside neighborhoods of the city, where the
organizers and trainees worked, all houses were
crushed by the storm surge or pulled apart by the
winds. The bancas and nets of the fishermen were
destroyed. In one neighborhood with a population of
about 1,000 families, 400 people died and another 80
were declared missing.
The organizers began work by spending weeks
talking to the people getting to know them and their
problems. They found serious problems.
Problems faced
Psychological Problems.
Church Pastoral
workers told us many of the survivors carried a heavy
load of guilt. Not everyone acted heroically the night
of the storm. Some people had allowed their children
to die, so they themselves might live. Some felt guilt
that they lived while relatives and friends died. Some
felt their children’s hands slip away from theirs when
the storm surge hit.
In one way or another for
everyone the storm was traumatic and left behind a
very vulnerable population.
Experience of People’s Organizations. The poor
people of Tacloban with whom we worked had no
previous experience of any sort of people’s
organizations at any level. This is unlike all other
areas in the country where there is always a local
people’s organization, even if it does nothing more
than prepare the annual town fiesta. The poor people
of Tacloban had all the problems of urban poor
people elsewhere but for reasons which we don’t yet
fully understand, they never organized. They had no
experience of day to day democracy. A priest told us
the ordinary people “idolized” the mayor, despite all
their problems and despite the fact that, as far as we
could see, the mayor did little after the storm for his
people other than warn them not to rebuild on the
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land where they were and that they would all be
relocated far to the north. We found the people rather
passive, and incredibly naïve. They hardly seemed
capable of overcoming the huge challenges brought
on by the storm, including loss of homes and job,
and, some would add, the loss of hope.
People. We failed to see in our first few months
in Tacloban any healthy relationship between the
people and government or the between people and
international and local agencies. The city visited the
poor areas, but mainly to warn people not to rebuild
on the land where their homes had been. We didn’t
see any agency, even the UN agencies working hand
in hand with the people. They offered programs, but
they didn’t prepare the people to cooperate in
implementing the work. In a real sense they failed to
find partners.
We should note that the Urban Poor Associates
organizers began in May six months after the storm.
In those six months the government and the agencies
fed the people, took care of their health, provided
water and medicines and basic housing in the form of
tents. The second phase of the work beginning in
May had to do with cash for work programs,
improved housing and land tenure security and job
creation of all sorts. In this second phase the people
were supposed to move from being receivers of aid to
being active workers in a cash economy.
Before moving on we should note that the UN and
the Philippine Government should be faulted for
stopping the community feeding program that kept
thousands alive for six months before the people had
cash to buy the food they needed. This decision to
limit most feeding programs to six months was made
before any work began in November 2013. There are
now signs of malnourishment. A survey made of 300
children 0-5 years old by the Holy Spirit Sisters
showed 30% of the children were malnourished and
15 were severely malnourished.
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Poor Planning
Much time and effort were lost because of the
city’s plan that would relocate up to 20,000 poor
families to forested areas in the north, and the
creation of new business and commercial districts
needed for the growth of the city. The basic flaw is
in the timing. The relocation must be accomplished
in a year or two since there are limits on how long
people can live in tents. The creation of new
business and commerce centers may take 7-10 years.
Without jobs the people relocated to the north will
return to their old homes. To hasten his plan the
mayor persuaded the international and local NGOs to
build transitional housing far to the north. He
discouraged initially all building of homes for the
poor in the city on lands where they had once lived.
Meetings for Action
After coming to know the people, the COs held
meetings. The aim of such meetins was to help the
people make their own analysis of their situation.
The COs want the people to think for themselves.
“What do you think?” “What is good for you in the
present situation?”
“Make your own analysis.
Nobody else really knows your reality or cares as
deeply about you as you yourselves do,” the COs told
the people.
They found there was humor left in the people.
At one point the people were drawing up a list of
their needs to submit to the government. A long way
into the discussion a middle aged woman stood up
and said, “None of you is mentioning what we
women need. We need bras, panties, pads. We need
a place where we can shower and really clean
ourselves and make us beautiful. The crowd laughed,
since to put it in a nice way, the woman was far from
beautiful. It turned out the UN has a package of the
things the woman had asked for, and promised to
provide it soon.
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One meeting struck gold when another woman
told the crowd that she and her children couldn’t
sleep anymore. She said her tent, like all the others,
rested on wet sand. When the rains come the water
seeped into the bedding. The children got asthma,
the old people arthritic pains. No one slept. When
the woman finished, the organizers smiled; they had
their first issue.
The meeting decided maritime plywood would
make good flooring. They also promised to tell
people who were not at the meeting about their plans
for getting flooring for all. It was the first time the
people had ever seen themselves as a group working
together on a common problem.
The COs with some local people visited every tent
to see if the family living there wanted flooring and
how many sheets of plywood they would need.
Some needed two sheets, some as many as four. The
team got the names, ages and jobs of the occupants,
and their special problems, such as, the presence of
crippled people, senior citizens, single mothers,
pregnant or lactating mothers, blind and deaf. They
obtained promises from Christian Aid to fund the
project. They got bids from three major hardware
stores and made an agreement with the winning
bidder to deliver the flooring to the site according to
schedule.
All this sounds unexciting and routine, but when
the poor do it together shoulder to shoulder, it teaches
certain lessons. They realize they can achieve good
things if they work together; they learn they must pay
attention to details since both God and the devil are
in the details of the work; they must plan every step,

and nothing must be decided
on the spur of the moment;
they find they were treated
with respect when they were
many, just as if they had great
amounts of money. All people
rich and poor respect large
numbers of organized people.
When the plywood was
delivered local fishermen
volunteered to unload the
trucks and help people get the
heavy sheets to their homes.
The fishermen who had been
helped earlier by the Holy
Spirit Sisters even settled
disputes by explaining the
project guidelines to people
who
felt
they
were
shortchanged.
A whole
community was in action
helping each other and very
happy with what they had achieved.
The COs were also able to start a children’s
feeding program. Local women were given money
by Christian Aid. They purchased the food, cooked
the food and organized the actual feeding activity.
Hundreds of mothers came to the feedings. Before
the actual feeding there was a Bible story session for
children, stories about Moses and Judith, and a
session on human rights for adults. Then there was
dancing. At first the dancing was for small children,
but older children and then adults joined and soon
hundreds were dancing as if they didn’t have a care in
the world. It brought tears to the eyes of observers.
When something funny happened everyone laughed.
For some it was the first time they had laughed since
the night of the storm.
In essence what COs were doing was to bring
people, agencies and government together face to
face. They enabled the poor to take part in this
decision making process.
The organizers went about their work, but often
they were frustrated by government plans drawn up
without any consultation with the people who would
be affected by the plans especially the relocation plan
discussed above. Most relocation work in Metro
Manila in the years 1965-present sent people to
distant sites where there were no jobs. Some 30%40% of the relocates returned to their homes in
Manila. It would be a mistake pure and simple to
repeat the mistakes all over again with people already
walking a very narrow path at the edge of life’s cliff.
The organizers worked to convince the people that
distant and jobless relocation was an abuse of people
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and violates their human and God given rights and
their legal rights as expressed in the country’s
Constitution and the Urban Development Housing
Act (UDHA of 1992). The poor had no tradition in
Tacloban of opposing government. They had no
organizations that could be the vehicles for nonviolent and meaningful protest, so the organizers had
to build up these organizations and the people’s
courage. “You can do it,” they told the people. They
offered many reasons for the protests, including the
belief that God Himself wanted them to oppose evil
and protest. Along these lines they organized with
the people and Father Robert Reyes, the Running
Priest, a Run for Decent Housing. Some 1,000
people ran, which is a significant number in a city
that was a stranger to protest of any sort. The
organizers put together public meetings on the
problems of relocation and evictions at which
lawyers explained what the law had to say about
these important matters. Good size crowds attended.
The larger NGO community came to recognized that
in the community organizing process they found a
suitable way of challenging harmful government
policies.
More Flexible Shelter
Public meetings and criticism enabled by the
organizers.
The problems the government faced
in building permanent houses in the distant relocation
sites and the growing pressure from the NGOs,
international and local for a more flexible
government program had their effect. Government
gradually allowed the upgrading of tents and
shanties, even in the so called “no build” areas. It
allowed temporary housing (1-2 years life span) to be
built in city, where before it was limited to the
relocation areas in the north. Other variations were
also tolerated by the city.
The organizers worked with Oxfam and Green
Mindanao to upgrade all tents and shanties in the
neighborhood that had received the tent flooring.
Oxfam would upgrade the houses of the homeowners
and UPA would build houses for the renters and
sharers. Other agencies carried out similar programs.
UPA and its organizers played a role in the realization
of a housing project to be set up in Tacloban to be
funded by the Bishops of Canada and the Canadian
Catholic Organization for Peace and Development. It
is described as “a model community.” For the
donors this meant it would have an eye on total
development along Christian guidelines. For UPA it
would also show that in-city relocation was the best
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way to go. The people will be near the jobs they
have and there will be enough land in the community
for people to farm and engage in other home
industries, so the families hopefully will earn as
much money from their on-site work as they do from
their regular jobs ourside in the city.
Summary
What did the COs contribute? An argument can
be made that the COs brought democracy, civil public
criticism, the concept of loyal opposition,
government-poor dialog and flexibility to the
rehabilitation work in Tacloban. For the poor there is
no effective democracy unless they are organized; the
COs showed the poor can be organized and become
involved in making plans for their areas which is the
essence of democracy. The CO arranged the first
public meetings that questioned the government
housing plan in an oblique way by making clear what
the law had to say on matters of relocation and
eviction. The COs showed criticism is hopefully
only a step toward compromise as seen in the city’s
recent flexibility in housing matters.
Final Comments. In Tacloban the three COs who
went there in May 2014 were able to help
traumatized, frightened and impoverished men and
women come together and reach down into their
hearts and souls for hope and courage, and to stand
up for their rights as human beings.
The COs helped the people to form peoples
organizations through which the poor can have a seat
at the negotiating table when the powerful decide
what will be done in the city. The people learn
through the COs work that protest is part of the
solution. The COs were one of the very few NGOs
calling for power to the people, without which there
is no guarantee justice will be done for poor people.
The COs are far from perfect, but they were on the
right track in making people’s power a goal of their
work. All groups including the UN and government
vow to work with the people. The COs have shown
how to do it.
For further information:
Denis Murphy works with the
Urban Poor Associates
URBAN POOR ASSOCIATES
urbanpoorassociates@ymail.com;
urbanpoorassociates@gmail.com;
www.urbanpoorassociates.org
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Ebola Response from the Sierra Leone Alliance
By Samuel Sesay, CODOHSAPA
(14 November 2014)

FEDURP has suffered 2 fatalities in the city of
Makeni where 2 FEDURP members died of the Ebola
virus. One of the fatalities was the first collector at
the time when the Federation process was introduced
in Mankeni.

The current Ebola outbreak in West Africa is the
most severe outbreak of the disease in history and has
now resulted in over 4,960 deaths and 13,268 cases
as of November (WHO, Nov. 2014) across the 6
affected countries (Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea,
Mali, Spain, United States of America). In Sierra
Leone, the second hardest hit country, there have
been 4,862 cases and 1,130 deaths (WHO, Nov.
2014). The country of Sierra Leone declared a state
of public health emergency on 30 July 2014 and
plans to continue enforcing three-day lockdown from
time to time as part of government effort to reduce
the spread of the virus.
The outbreak is affecting development activities,
humanitarian programs, and the healthcare
infrastructure throughout the country. It is also
inhibiting local and international investments in
Sierra Leone. There is a continued lack of trust in
external and government interventions aimed at
reducing the transmission of Ebola. The Sierra Leone
Federation of Urban and Rural Poor (FEDURP S/L)
and their support NGO, Centre of Dialogue on
Human Settlement and Poverty Alleviation
(CODOHSAPA), are vital to supporting the
government’s and other agencies’ efforts to reduce
and ultimately prevent the spread of this outbreak
given their position and trust within slum
communities across Freetown and other cities.

FEDURP Core Team preparing for Ebola
sensitization trainings.) (

  

Given the continuing impact of Ebola on
communities in Freetown and other cities, FEDURP
and CODOHSAPA developed an emergency response
project together with other development partners.
105 FEDURP and non-FEDURP community
volunteers have been identified and trained, and
together they form the Welfare Community Disaster
Management Committee on Ebola (WCDMC). These
volunteers teamed up with other community
stakeholders to establish a community coordinating
team (CCT) with the responsibility to enlist
community support and cooperation in responding to
Ebola.
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Sanitation. These IEC materials are currently being
distributed in all areas of Freetown and Makeni as
part of our sensitization exercise in hand washing,
avoiding body contact, and safe burial practices.      

(Margaret Bayoh, a trained and qualified nurse and head of
the FEDURP Welfare Committee demonstrates proper hand
washing techniques in Makeni.)

  

These volunteers and CODOHSAPA programme
staff received training conducted by the Ministry of
Health and Sanitation on Ebola response pillars
(social mobilisation, community sensitization,
surveillance, case management, psychosocial support,
and contact tracing) developed by the Government of
Sierra Leone through the Emergency Operation
Centre (EOC), now the National Ebola Response
Committee (NERC).    

(FEDURP and WCDMC volunteers accompanied by
officials of the Ministry of Health showcasing the use of
personal protective gears such as gloves, facial mask.)

Veronica hand washing buckets, chlorine, soap, and sanitizers
have be provided and strategically placed in key places within
target communities and managed by the volunteers.

From the initial target of 37 slum communities in
Freetown where the project will be rolled out, 16
slum communities have been reached. The remaining
communities are either sealed off (hotspots of Ebola)
or are packed with security personnel due to houses
being quarantined. In these quarantined or sealed
areas, only health workers and food distribution team
are allowed.
In Makeni, the Federation was hit the hardest
when a few FEDURP members lost their lives and
some were in quarantine. Currently, Makeni is still
under lockdown. Therefore, a one-day training
session was done and distribution of hand washing
materials was made to the communities.

  

(A volunteer demonstrating hand washing during the training
in Makeni.)

(FEDURP S/L National Chairperson, Yirah O. Conteh,
handing over sensitization equipment to community volunteers
to be used in Ebola education.)

  

We
have
customized
(with
FEDURP,
CODOHSAPA, and SDI logos) and produced our
own IEC materials from the Ministry of Health and
2

  

  

The volunteers or peer educators of WCDMC
meet weekly to update CODOHSAPA and the
FEDURP core teams on the community status and
response to the Ebola outbreak in each community. In
some new communities, the FEDURP core team has
been able to establish new groups during the
sensitization trainings.
For further Information
http://www.sdinet.org/blog/
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The Farmers of Home
(Abalimi Bezekhaya)
April 2014
1. Overview:
The Cape Flats townships are the “Eastern Cape
on Cape Town’s doorstep”, populated largely by
economic refugees from the previous apartheid
homelands of the Ciskei and Transkei. New arrivals
into Cape Town are conservatively and officially
estimated to be 1200/month. Unemployment figures
continue to be in the region of 30%-40%. Abalimi
Bezekhaya (the Farmers of Home) attempts to
alleviate poverty and create self-employment through
family micro-farming enterprise.
Micro-farming means growing vegetables and
other food items in home gardens, community
gardens and small farms.
History & Legal Status: Abalimi Bezekhaya (the
Farmers of Home), founded in 1982/83, is a
Voluntary Association registered as a “non-profit
organization” (sic) with the Department of Social
Development. The term “non-profit” is contested
and should in future be changed to “social profit”.
Mission Statement: Abalimi Bezekhaya is a
community based Citizen Sector Organization (CSO)
working to improve sustainable food production and
nature conservation in organic micro-farms amongst
the “poor” in Cape Town. Our focus is on skills
development through training and supporting people
and organisations who wish to practice organic micro
farming. We promote sustainable development while
encouraging initiatives which renew, build and
conserve social organisation, self-responsibility and
the natural environment.
Infrastructure, Staffing & Target Group:
ABALIMI runs an administrative office in Phillipi
and works out of two non-profit Garden
Centres/nurseries in Khayelitsha and Nyanga. The
majority of the core staff are female farmers (mothers
and grandmothers of the community) and from our
“Target Group”. We currently have a core full time
staff of (up to) seventeen, and part-time, contracted or
casual staff and volunteers of approximately 14
persons at any one time. Only six staff members are
entirely administrative or involved in marketing,
fundraising and communications. Everyone else,
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including management level staff - are directly
involved in project delivery to the community microfarming movement, in the field.
Target Group: the disadvantaged, the poor and the
unemployed. In particular, women, mothers and
grandmothers are our main “target group”, not
because we exclude anyone else, but because it is
mainly they who come forward and actually carry the
impulse of micro-farming in the townships. Women,
mothers and grandmothers more often than not
represent whole families, thus the direct impact of
our work goes well beyond individuals.
Abalimi supports individual households and
groups to implement own community and family
micro-farming projects. Abalimi’s farmer register in
April 2014 includes around 3500 home based
vegetable gardens per annum and approx. 500 microfarmers in 100 community based garden projects
(community allotment gardens and
communal
gardens) per annum comprising approximately 4500
micro-farmers and their families per annum or
approximately 22 500 (average five family members
per farmer) direct beneficiaries per annum. . Abalimi
estimates that there are at least another few thousand
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home based gardens and community gardens metrowide and many more to come as economic conditions
among the unemployed inevitably worsen..
Key Activities (KA’s): ABALIMI accounts for its
core activities under five Key Activities, as follows:
KA 1. Research, Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation (R + M + E): ABALIMI has hosted or
collaborated with many researchers over the years
and continues to do so. ABALIMI utilises the results
of this research to fine tune its own development
practice, so that community projects become more
and more sustainable within a better defined step-bystep process. ABALIMI has developed a unique
Farmer Development Chain – FDC (a continuum)
and Sustainability Index (SI) framework which is able
to track sustainable development of farmers and their
community projects along a clear pathway, while
enabling micro-farmers to self-select at which stage
they wish to settle. . The FDC proceeds through four
phases. Micro-farming projects can self-select to
remain in each phase permanently or move
backwards and forwards between phases, depending
on circumstances. The phases are: Survival Level,
Subsistence Level and Livelihood (or semicommercial) Level and Commercial Level. More
information available on request.
KA 2. Resources & Equipment Supply & the
Harvest of Hope marketing arm: Abalimi runs two
non-profit nursery projects which are also microfarms in Nyanga and Khayelitsha. These are called
People’s Garden Center’s and besides being
sustainable micro-farms themselves, supply free
advice, information and subsidized gardening inputs
such as trees, groundcovers, soil improvers (e.g.:
manure), seed, seedlings, basic tools, windbreaks and
safe pest control remedies to the micro-farming
movement. Abalimi also supplies marketing and
sales infrastructure and logistical support to the
micro-farmers via Harvest of Hope (est 2008),
www.harvestofhope.co.za the first short food

chain Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
scheme of its kind, that services family microfarmers directly, in Southern Africa.
KA 3. Training: we train between 300-1,000
people each year through 4-day Basic organic
vegetable growing courses, year-round on-site
technical follow-up support visits and demonstrations
to projects, and through the agri-Planner training
game – this game was developed (with Abalimi’s
assistance) by the South African Institute for
Entrepreneurship (SAIE). It is a special business
training program for even illiterate people, in the
form of a visual and practical game which instructs
trainees on agri-business principles and practices for
vegetable gardening. This unique training game is
now being rolled out in Cape Town and nationally.
KA 4. Community Building: the social benefits
of organic gardening and micro-farming among the
poor are enhanced through various activities such as
* iLIMA- mutual help work events which radiate
goodwill out into the surrounding community; *
Horizontal (farmer to farmer) Learning events /
Farmer Field Schools and * Savings (capital)
Mobilisation
KA 5. Partnerships and Networking: ABALIMI,
through its own partnerships and networks, assists
community projects to connect to other opportunities
and services which they may require.
Growth in demand for our services: An average of
25 new applications from community groups for help
with their micro-farming projects is received by
ABALIMI every year.
Accounting & Financial Statements: ABALIMI
is audited annually by MGI Bass Gordon. Financial
statements are available on request.
Funders/donors: ABALIMI has built up a loyal
list of Friends over the years - funder and donor
partners, international, local, individual, social,
institutional and corporate agencies, who ensure that
our work continues. As our work grows, however, we
must continually build relationships with existing and
prospective donor and funder partners. Abalim’s
policy as a community based Citizen Sector
Organization (CSO) is to avoid reliance on
Government funds for core costs, although we do
utilize such funds when available for specific
projects. A full donor list (over 200 per annum) is
included in the latest Newsletter’s Roll of Honour.
2. Typical Project Types & Average Costs:
- Community-driven: Gardens on council land and
on school grounds : Size ranges between 1000m2
up to 1 hectare. ABALIMI offers support with
planning, capital developments, installation of plant
& equipment, training, soil inputs, seed and plants
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and follow-up over an initial three year period. If a
community garden site has no infrastructure, we
assist with start-ups up to R100/m2 spread over three
years, inclusive fertility stabilization, planning,
capital installations, plant & equipment, training,
organization building and follow-up. ABALIMIsupported urban organic community gardens are the
first to have proven that permanent livelihoods can be
created on micro-farms, while conserving and
promoting indigenous flora and fauna. A 1000m2
community garden currently costs approximately
R100 000 in total to set up over a three year period. A
minimum of two modest sustainable family
livelihoods can be created on 1,000m2.
- Household Survival and Subsistence Gardens:
the foundation of the micro-farming movement are
pure survivalist and subsistence gardeners, who often
“temporarily” engage in vegetable production at
home until a “job comes along”. By supporting such
individuals to survive and subsist through gardening,
we inculcate a new household level organic
gardening culture which is becoming a permanent
feature of the urban environment among the ‘poor’ in
Cape Town. The skills learned by survival and
subsistence gardeners remain with them, even if they
stop “when they get a job” and can be drawn upon
again in future. ABALIMI provides training, advice
and subsidised start-up inputs to survivalists. It costs
only R50 to start up a door sized garden and up to
R3900/household to establish a viable 100m2 organic
household vegetable garden - this cost is mainly for
training and follow-up but includes a start-up pack.
ABALIMI provides training bursaries and inputs
subsidies to indigent households, who comprise the
majority of our client/target group. Usually, we
obtain a token payment from the micro-farmers for
training, in the form of a R30 registration fee, which
also confers a year long membership and cheaper
prices for inputs from the People’s Garden Centres.
- Community Greening projects: Tree Planting
carries on year round, although we focus on the
Autumn/Winter season (May-July) in Cape Town, as
the winter rains help a great deal in establishment of
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trees. Cape Flora is our priority and we do not plant
invasive exotics. It costs R150 to plant one tree, with
training and follow-up. Trees are planted mainly in
community gardens as windbreaks, but also (on
request) in community institutions such as edu-care
centres, church, health and community centres and
schools where applications for support from these
institutions have been received and approved.
Special Purpose projects within ABALIMI (“internal
partners” ) :
Harvest of Hope : launched in Feb 2008, Harvest
of Hope is the first short food chain Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) scheme of its kind in
South Africa and utilises a small Pack Shed to
collect, pack and deliver organic vegetable boxes to
families in Cape Town. This scheme offers regular
income security to community micro-farming
enterprises, by contracting them to grow seasonal
organic produce at guaranteed prices. Families from
cash rich parts of Cape Town sign up in advance to
buy Harvest of Hope boxes. For more information
visit www.harvestofhope.co.za
Independent & associated Special Purpose project
partners/associates, originally born or nurtured in
Abalimi:
Manyanani Peace Park and Moya we Khaya :
Manyanani means “we do it together” and Moya We
Khaya means “Spirit of Home”. This vision of a
unique community and environmental centre is being
led by Tenjiwe Christina Kaba, chairperson of the
famous Manyanani Peace Park. Moya we Khaya ,
growing out of the Manyanani Peace Park impulse,
is conceived of as a pan-african intergenerational
cultural community home, which gives everyone women, elders, youth and men – a healthy and related
place in the community and in nature. For more
information contact info@abalimi.org.za
Siyazama Community Allotment Garden
Association (SCAGA) training farm, Khayelitsha:
planning phase 2013/2014 – launch target mid-late
2014/ early 2015. In partnership with Rotary
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Constantia & Rotary Foundation and the Avalon
Foundation in the Netherlands, with possible stipend
support from Government: conceived by Tenjiwe
Christina Kaba, this suite of 5 larger community
gardens (est 1994-2005) covering around 2 hectares
under power-lines are organizing to host younger
trainees, with the aim of developing a new wave of
younger Livelihood Level micro-farmers over 2-3
year
periods.
To
contact:
via
fieldteam@abalimi.org.za
Moya we Khaya Peace Gardens, Khayelitsha: est
2013 a 1 hectare community garden, led by Tenjiwe
Christina Kaba. Cape Town’s City Parks have
allocated the land, Rotary Constantia & Rotary
Foundation is co-funding start-up along with the
Avalon Foundation and assistance (via Avalon) from
the Dept of Agriculture (DoA), with more possible
collaboration from City and DoA. The aim is to
support the Moya we Khaya impulse through
household local food security and job creation for the
unemployed, with a focus on youth, as part of the
training farm concept mentioned above. To contact:
via fieldteam@abalimi.org.za
The Schools Environmental Education and
Development (SEED) program is now an
independent
agency
working
with
school
communities and teachers to infuse Environmental
Education into all teaching practice at foundation
phase, incorporating and developing the outdoor
classroom as the main teaching resource.
www.seed.org.za
Vukuzenzele Urban Farmers Association –
VUFA: launched in approx 2002, VUFA is the first
woman -led organic urban micro-farming association
among the unemployed and poor in SA. Abalimi has
been intimately involved with its genesis from the
start and aims to assist VUFA to become a strong
voice for micro-farmers among the unemployed and
poor
in Cape Town. To contact: via
fieldteam@abalimi.org.za
The Farm & Garden National Trust
www.farmgardentrust.org : set up in 2008 to
promote and support the Abalimi model and support
micro-farming nationally

Development . ABALIMI-Harvest of Hope also holds
a national Gold Impumelelo Sustainable Innovations
Award, an SAB Innovation Award, an international
TOPOS mag-Barcelona and most recently the local
Eat-Out Zonnebloem : Earth award 2014 plus three
Rotary Awards for staff..

For further information:
P.O Box 44 Observatory, 7935, Cape Town,
South Africa
Ph/Fax :021-371 1653
info@abalimi.org.za
www.abalimi.org.za;
www.harvestofhope.co.za

3. AWARDS:
Abalimi, its projects and staff members have
collectively received 26 local, national and
international awards since 1991, including three
Green Trust-WWF awards, two Presidents Social
Forestry awards, Woman of the Year award, a Paul
Harris Fellowship, an Ashoka Fellowship and the
Khayelitsha Achiever Award for Community
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Upgrading Flamingo Crescent Informal Settlement in Cape Town
By Yolande Hendler
CORC, July 2014)
Tucked between Lansdowne’s industrial warehouses
and timber depots lies Flamingo Crescent, an
informal settlement situated on a street by the same
name. On a walkabout through its smoke and dustfilled pathways, community leaders would tell you
that Flamingo is home to about 450 people who
reside in 104 structures.
The entire settlement makes use of only 2 taps
and 14 chemical toilets that are emptied three times a
week. You would come across contained fires in tin
drums; the absence of electricity means that fire is a
central source for cooking and warmth. Most
structures, consisting of old cardboard, zinc, timber
and plastic pieces, are roughly situated around a
broad U-shaped pathway that is intersected by
smaller, narrow footpaths.
This picture is about to change as the Flamingo
community goes about upgrading its settlement.
Since its first engagement with the Informal
Settlement Network (ISN) in 2010, the community
has been preparing for re-blocking and in partnership
with the City of Cape Town, is set to receive one-onone water, sanitation and electricity services.
Mobilizing the Community
The community’s Steering Committee recounts
how the first people arrived in Flamingo in 1992.
Many had previously resided around the M5
motorway in Cape Town. Others had been living
under Lansdowne Bridge. During the first meetings
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with the community, ISN introduced the ideas
of informal settlement upgrading and reblocking. It explained how communities could
undertake their own development processes through
savings
contributions,
joint
planning
and
implementation. ISN representative, Terence
Johnson, emphasizes the importance of the
community-led
process,
particularly
in
Flamingo, where “people had given up hope”.
“When we met with ISN it was the first
time we got a partner to help us change our
circumstances. After we linked up with ISN
and CORC, the community decided to elect a
new Steering Committee so we could get better
organised and get a better life for ourselves” (Mark
Solomons and Chirne Arnold, Steering Committee
members)Savings and Exchanges.
During a general community meeting, the
Steering Committee shared the ideas of upgrading
and re-blocking with the community and explained
that every community member needed to make a
20% contribution for their own re-blocked and
upgraded structure.
The community’s response was initially skeptical
because they had expected to receive governmentsubsidized housing. “But through ongoing exchanges
the community slowly changed its mind. We saw
examples of a re-blocked settlement with upgraded
zinc aluminum structures in Sheffield Road and
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Mtshini Wam as well as the one-on-one services for
every upgraded structure in Kuku Town.”
(Chirne Arnold, Flamingo Steering Committee
member)
The community began saving in 2012 and to date
has saved about 42,000. Each payment was made to
the treasurer of the Steering Committee who recorded
each transaction in the community savings book and
countersigned the community member’s personal
savings book. As the majority of Flamingo’s
population is old and unemployed (50%), the
collection of daily savings proved to be a challenge.
Nevertheless, some community members like
Ouma Sarie have almost managed to save the entire
amount. She started with one packet of cigarettes
and sold each cigarette one by one. She has
saved R860 to date and only has another R200
to go.
Other community members saved some money
through working. Those who were not able to save
anything are set to receive short-term employment
during the construction process through the City’s
Expanded Public Works Program (EPWP).
Enumeration,
Planning
and
Partnership
Flamingo’s enumeration took place in April 2012.
Over a period of one week, community members,
supported by the Alliance, gathered social and
demographic data about their settlement. This
enabled the community to gather information about
Flamingo’s population, the number of structures and
the exact extent of water and sanitation amenities.
The enumeration also gathered details on the extent
and spread of employment as well as the reasons for
moving to Flamingo.
During a planning session with students from the
Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT)
and CORC technical staff in 2013, the community
surveyed the site, designed its re-blocked layout and
verified its enumeration results. Later that year the
community was joined by students from Worcester

Polytechnic Institute (USA) who assisted in
conceptualizing plans for a crèche and a play park.
Flamingo is one of several pilot projects
supported by the City, as part of a broader
commitment the City made in 2012, to support the
upgrading of 22 partnership projects.
Following the 2012 agreement, the City, Alliance
and Flamingo community met in a number of
partnership meetings. The enumeration acted as a
powerful entry point to negotiating an improved
layout and one-on-one service provision. So far, the
main sewer lines have been laid and two clusters of
structures have been cleared and are ready to be reblocked.
As implementation continues, the Flamingo
community continues on-site meetings with City
officials to discuss details and project developments.
Auntie Marie, Flamingo community leader, reflects
on the struggle thus far: “If it wasn’t for ISN, I don’t
know where we would be. Through ISN we were
introduced to the City and we got a partnership. We
started thinking, now something is going to happen.
Flamingo is going to be re-blocked!”
For further information:
yolandehendler@gmail.com
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The Women's Cooperative –
25 years
The Women's Co-operative - (formerly The Women's
Bank) of Sri Lanka celebrated August 2014) its 25
anniversary.
They have 81,000 members in 7,000 savings groups
and 258 Branches in all 24 districts of Sri Lanka.
Total savings has reached nearly 4 million US$ most
of which is revolving through loans to members.

40,000 members packed a stadium in the capital
city, Colombo. Also joining the celebration were 2
National Ministers and President of the Bank,
Nandasiri Gamage

ACHR members from 8 countries in Asia joined the
celebrations and also attended field visits and
workshops to learn about the Co-op and its strategies.

Somsook Boonyabancha addresses the gathering
bringing good wishes from savings groups from the
19 countries in Asia where ACHR / ACCA
implements savings and citywide upgrading activities.
There were also field visits. Groups from
Thailand and Indonesia sit in on a Women's
Co-op Group Meeting. Just one of the 7,000 groups
meeting weekly all over Sri Lanka.
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A field visit south of Gaul. The Women's Co-op
and Sevanatha formed community savings groups
here after the Asian tsunami devastated villages in Sri
Lanka.
The Women's Bank Sri Lanka - 25 years
The Women's Co-operative - (formerly The
Women's Bank) of Sri Lanka has celebrated in
September 2014 its 25 anniversary. 	
  They have
81,000 members in 7,000 savings groups and 258
Branches in all 24 districts of Sri Lanka. Total
savings has reached nearly 4 million US$ most of
which is revolving through loans to members.
For further information
info@slwb.org

More speeches, dancing, awards, field visits and learning were organized through collaboration between the
Women's Co-op, SEVANATHA, Clafnet, ACHR and UPCA

ACHR members
from 8 countries
in Asia joined
the celebrations
and also
attended field
visits and
workshops to
learn about the
Co-op and its
strategies.
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The Human Settlement Foundation’s
Organizing Work with the Homeless in Thailand
The Human SettlementFoundation (HSF) is an
organization that has been doing community
organizing work with the urban poor in Thailand
since 1988. It originally started working with slum
dwellers in Bangkok before expanding its work to
include slum communities in other major cities
around the country. In 1993, it also began organizing
work with another target group that was even poorer
than most slum dwellers, namely people living under
bridges in Bangkok. Later, in 2001, HSF started
organizing work with the most marginalized group in
urban society, the homeless.
Regardless of the specific target group, whether
slum dwellers, people living under bridges, or the
homeless, HSF’s organizing work aims to facilitate
the formation of groups and the building of networks
that are the constituent components of a strong urban
poor movement with the capacity to struggle
effectively to demand housing rights and other
fundamental human rights of the poor, as well as join
together with other groups in combating social
injustice in all forms.
Background to work with
the homeless
The event that triggered
HSF’s decision to begin
organizing work with the
homeless in Bangkok in 2001
was the implementation of a
policy by the Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration
to ban the homeless from
sleeping in the big public park
area across from the Royal
Palace known as Sanam
Luang between 10 pm and 5
am. Prior to implementation of
this policy, Sanam Luang had
been one of the places favored
by a large number of the
Bangkok homeless for resting
at night. Their de facto
eviction from Sanam Luang
caused the homeless a great
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deal of hardship, prompting HSF to get involved in
organizing this group.
In the process of working with the homeless, HSF
found that the immediate causes of homelessness in
most cases consisted of families that had fallen apart,
mental illness or physical handicap, released
prisoners having nowhere to go, and people with
HIV/AIDS being unable to remain in their families.
On the surface, all these factors may appear to be
reasons related to personal failure, but when
examined more closely, they can be seen actually to
have their roots in the fundamentally unjust economic
structure that dominates Thai society and makes no
provision for social welfare to people experiencing
these problems
Once a person becomes homeless, everyday life
itself becomes very difficult. There is no place to
bathe, no place to sleep, no place to wash clothes, and
no place to go to the bathroom. If they wish to avoid
trouble, homeless people have to be always on the
lookout and avoid the authorities. If one day they
have some money, they can perhaps afford the luxury
of paying to use a private bathroom. Moreover, since
most of the homeless do not have national identity
cards, they are unable to access any basic services

Concrete Progress in Organizing Work Corresponding toRising
Level of Hope among Homeless
Moving forward with hope
Building up hope

Hopelessness
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provided by the state, such as medical services and
benefits for the elderly or handicapped. Similarly, if
they are assaulted or have their rights violated in any
way, they are not even able to report the incident to
the police. Not having a national identity card also
makes it virtually impossible for the homeless to
apply for any kind of stable employment. In addition,
the lack of an appropriate government policy that
addresses the needs of the homeless as well as the
generally negative attitude of the public and state
officials toward this group of people that tolerates
violence against them also stand as obstacles to
solving the problem.
Beyond all of the external hardships that confront
the homeless on a daily basis, perhaps the most
debilitating and disempowering factor experienced is
the internal sense of hopelessness that most homeless
people carry around inside of themselves. This
feeling is usually the product of multiple failures in
life combined with rejection by family and
community, underscored by the knowledge that the
public at large deems them unfit to live in society.
Therefore, the process of working with the homeless
must primarily aim to rehabilitate their internal
stability and restore to them a sense of dignity and
hope. If this can be achieved, then the entire
constellation of other problems associated with
homelessness can also be resolved.
Process of organizing work
with the homeless
So far, HSF has gone through three phases of
work with the homeless, as reflected in the diagram
above, with details below. As each new phase begins,
HSF continues the work of the previous phase so that
today, the work involved in each of the three phases

is being carried out simultaneously.
Phase 1
In the initial phase of the work involving outreach
with the homeless in public spaces, HSF organizers
generally meet people who have lost all hope in
having a better life. The organizers start their work
with these people by building up relationships of trust
with them while at the same time learning about their
problems by using very specific methods. First, the
organizers live as homeless people themselves,
sleeping in public spaces at night, standing in line to
eat at free food distribution locations, and engaging
in the same small informal economic activities as
other homeless people. Furthermore, HSF regularly
organizes “coffee rounds,” in which HSF organizers
go out to areas of the city where large numbers of
homeless people are staying and walk around
offering free drinks, food, and basic medicines to the
homeless people they meet, using these encounters as
an opportunity to get to know the people, their
problems, and their situation.
After gaining the trust of many of the homeless
and learning about their problems, HSF organizers
foster the formation of small groups of homeless
people in various public places around the city. One
of the methods they use to build up these groups is to
hold open air movie screenings in public spaces
where many homeless people stay. While the movies
serve as the main draw and provide entertainment for
the homeless, the organizers also use the screenings
as an opportunity to show short informational films
about matters relevant to the homeless, encourage
peer discussion, as well as facilitate processes leading
to the resolution of concrete problems.
HSF is careful to ensure that in this first phase,
the organizers’ work with the
homeless does in fact lead to
solving certain concrete problems
that are actually experienced in
order to build up confidence
among the homeless that they are
not alone, and that by working
together as a group, they can
solve their problems. The most
important problem solved by the
original organized group of the
homeless in this first phase was
mobilizing
to
demand
successfully that the government
provide budgetary support for the
construction of a temporary
homeless shelter managed and run
by the homeless themselves to
accommodate those displaced
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from Sanam Luang and other places around Bangkok
Phase 2
In the second phase of the work, after mobilizing
to secure government budget to finance the
construction of their own homeless shelter, the
organized group of the homeless with whom HSF had
been working proceeded to participate in building the
Suwit Watnoo Homeless Shelter in Bangkok Noi
District, Bangkok. When construction was completed,
organizers helped facilitate a process enabling the
homeless to establish their own system for operating
the shelter, including agreeing upon common rules
for living together, taking joint responsibility for
expenses incurred at the shelter, such as rent, water,
and electricity, and establishing a division of labor
with clear sets of responsibility for running the center.
Achieving the construction and operation of their
own shelter helped build up the self-confidence of the
homeless in this group and imparted in them a sense
of hope that their life could in fact improve through
their own efforts. Indeed, HSF organizers aimed
explicitly in this phase of the work to get the
homeless to recognize their own capacity and selfworth. To accomplish this goal, the organizers
focused on developing and building up homeless
leaders through various activities. Besides raising the
capacity of the leaders, many of these activities also
served to improve the quality of life of group
members. Examples include raising vegetables
together in a communal plot, running a cooperative
store in front of the shelter, collecting and selling
recyclables together, forming a construction team that
hires itself out for wages, creating a welfare fund to
help look after the needs of group members, and
assisting members of the group to get national
identity cards, with which they can then directly
access state welfare benefits.
Other activities used to strengthen homeless
leaders are more outward oriented, including going
out to new places where homeless people reside in
Bangkok as well as Chiang Mai and Khon Kaen to
open up new work areas and incorporate the people
living there into an expanding network of organized
homeless people; going out to meet and help other
groups experiencing problems, such as helping to
reconstruct houses in communities affected by a
tsunami, providing assistance to communities
affected by flooding, and helping slum communities
that are fellow members of the Four Regions Slum
Network (FRSN) resist eviction; and opening up the
shelter and other activities of the homeless group to
outside groups such as journalists, educational
institutions, and other interested parties to learn about
the problems, way of life, and developments being
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made by the group. These types of more externally
oriented
activities,
besides helping to develop the capacity of the leaders
involved, also serve to get the outsiders to understand
better the situation of the homeless, see their efforts
to solve their own problems, and change their attitude
toward this group by coming to recognize their value
as fellow human beings in society.
In sum, all of these capacity building activities
help to raise the sense of self-worth of the homeless
to a point where it becomes possible for them to
dream about having their own homes and community
again, while simultaneously raising the confidence of
the people in their capacity as a group to successfully
negotiate with state authorities to secure the support
needed to realize this dream.
Phase 3
With hope and the dream to build their own
homes in a new community of their own, members of
the homeless group, with the support of organizers
from HSF, are now entering the third phase of their
work together. Currently, the homeless are preparing
to build their own community by saving money in a
housing fund, collecting used building materials,
designing houses and the layout of their new
community with an architect, and planning the
various stages of construction. In parallel with these
measures, the homeless are also carrying out
systematic advocacy to get the state to adopt a policy
and allocate budget to enable the most marginalized
members of society (including some groups that are
not homeless) to gain access to adequate and secure
housing. So far, as a result of these efforts, the
Community Organizations Development Institute has
agreed to support a pilot project involving the
construction of houses for the marginalized. As of the
end of 2014, the first group of 12 households,
consisting of 28 homeless people, are building their
new homes in a community on land leased for 30
years by FRSN from the State Railway of Thailand in
Thawi Watthana District, Bangkok.
Key lesson learned
The process of building up groups and networks
has been vital for the homeless people with whom
HSF has been doing organizing work, because being
united as a network amounts to creating an existence,
a visible presence and identity, for marginalized
people whom society generally chooses not to see. At
the same time, the public existence of the homeless
network and the visible work it is doing provide
proof that this group is working hard to change their
own life and to improve society. Furthermore,
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forming a network has a rehabilitative effect insofar
as it involves creating new relationships of mutual
assistance, care, and trust among the homeless,
people who earlier experienced rejection at the hands
of their own family, community, and society. Finally,
being part of a network nourishes the homeless and
provides them with encouragement, power, and the
confidence needed to step forward with hope in their
life once again.
For further Information:
Human Settlement Foundation
463/1 Ramkamhang 39 Rd
Wangthonglang, Bangkapi, Bangkok, Thailand
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COPA Khon Kaen
Sometime around 1998 when the State Railway of
Thailand (SRT) decided to evict the urban poor
communities settled on its land, some leaders of these
communities contacted and received support from
two NGO workers based in in Khon Kaen. They
suggested that the communities consult with Four
Regions Slum Network (FRSN) regarding resisting
the eviction.
Later, around 2007, COPA became directly
involved, providing community organizing support to
what had become a network of several communities.
COPA has been very efficient. All 13 communities
currently in the network have signed leases with the
SRT and thereby gained security of tenure for their
members, and CODI has provided the loan for the
construction of houses.
The lease of the land was not easy. The first lease
took 2 years the last ones 6 months.
However the communities who faced more
difficulties became stronger.
Visits
In Nong Waeng Community, a nearby
resettlement project was built located on the land
leased from the SRT. 96 houses, each on a 5 x 13
meter piece of land were built.
They were convinced that the result was a fruit of
their coming together in solidarity and getting good
information and advice.
The completion of each house took around 2
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months.
Another project with 70 houses was built in the
center
of
the
city
in
Lak
Muang
Community.
As some of the boys and girls of the poor families
in the network had dropped out of school, some
leaders began a 3 days a week school for 150
children in Theparak 5 Community, helping them to
get elementary and secondary certificates and
providing them information about income earning
activities.
The land is leased for 3 or 30 years according to
their distance to the railways and is removable.
Homeless
The homeless in the city numbers around 100.
There are more in the periphery, probably with
300,000 habitants.
The Center is a collaboration of the Human
Settlement Foundation and the Homeless Network of
FRSN with the local government to help the
homeless who seem to come from the rural areas of
the NE
One of the leaders, Boonsung, is very skillful in
dealing with the people.
How he does it?
Some people don't really understand what you are
saying. You need to patiently explain things better.
Other people don’t want to understand for
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personal reasons. . With them do not insist, just wait
for the time when they will see the how the project is
going and they will change their mind.
Prepare the group. Always share information with
all the members. Propose a plan of action to the
community. Participation of the members is necessary.
Then propose the plan to the SRT authorities with the
support of the other communities in the network.
With this preparation the time to get the lease was
reduced from 3 years to 6 months
But it is necessary to have patience.
One of the best
Pon Sawan, a community consisting of 30
households, is one of the best communities in terms
of solidarity. It was able to succeed in securing a 30year lease from the SRT in spite of big business
company opposition.
For further Information
COPA - Community
Organization for People Action
86 Soi Somdetchaophraya
17 Khlong-sarn,
Bankok、10600 Thailand
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Chumchon Thai Foundation and the
“People’s Movement for a Just Society” (P-Move )
2014

The mainline of action of P-Move and Chunchon
Thai is to support the poor in Thailand who lack of
identity documents, who do not have land security
because they live in the forest areas or are costal
gypsies.
In 2011 Chunchon Thai with many other
organizations created the “People’s Movement for a
Just Society” (P-Move) in order to provide a stronger
support for the poor advocating for a more just
management of land, water and forests as well as to
access appropriate compensation for those whose rights
have been violated by state and private mega-projects
and agricultural plantations.
Most of the members of P-Move are network
organizations representing rural agricultural and urban
slum communities.
Land problems.
After the coup d’etat on 22 May 2014, the military
government began to implement a policy, of eviction
affecting 1.1 million poor people with long residence in
forest and costal areas, etc.
In the north of Thailand, poor farmers who

cultivated corn, rice and
rubber trees, in the
conservation forest areas were forced out from  the land
where they have lived for more than 30 years.

The role of P. Move networking.
Although Thailand was under Martial law, PMove organized and rallied the people in the north
and invited the Natural Resources Minister to meet
the people and begin the negotiating process. The
result was positive and the minister agreed to stop
evictions and form a join committee between P-Move
and the government to find a right alternative.
(However the people who do not belong to the PMove network there are still under the threat of
eviction).
Some of the proposals of
P-Move
1) The government accepted the proposal to
provide a Communal Land title to the communities
which applied and began the survey of 50
communities. Two communities have been approved.
.2) A Progressive Land Tax Law to prevent land
speculation.. The proposal was
accepted by the government and this
law is now presented to the parliament.
3) A proposed Land Bank as a tool
to distribute land to the poor is still on
discussion.
Stateless people.
In the long Thailand border with
Burma and Cambodia there are more
than 50,000 stateless peoples living in 5
provinces. All of them don’t have ID
cards. After a march of the stateless
from the south to Bangkok very much
supported by the media in the year
2013, the Government issued a Law
which provided them the Thai
citizenship.
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However after 2 years only 2000 ID cards have
been issued.
P-Move and Chum Chon Thai are reflecting and
planning the next step to activate the process.
The Sea Gypsy people
In the coastal areas and islands of south-west 5
provinces of Thailand, there are 41 sea gypsy people
settlements, with almost 2,800 families (12,000
people). They include 3 ethnic groups such as Mogan
2,100, Mokran 3,700, and OuRagRaWoy 6,200
peoples.
Problems and hardship of the
sea gypsy people today
There are 28 communities of them threatened
with forced eviction. 15 cemeteries were demolished
and 10 leaders were arrested. 2 communities are
appealing in the courts and other cases are in the
Judicial proceedings. Many people do not have ID
cards.
As the government is expanding the conservation
zone and the tourism business is increasing, the
fishing areas of the ethnic groups were drastically
reduced.
Chumchon Thai
Disaster prevention activities
Chumchon Thai has organized and helped the
reconstruction of 10 communities around the Gulf of
Thailand and trained them to prevent disasters. They
did the same with other 5 communities in the central
provinces
The training includes
• Preparation of the people, tools and equipment in the
community.
• Linking them with a net-work, the local government
and related organizations.
• Producing a community action plan in case of
emergency. Establish a coordination center in each community.

For further information:
Preeda
Kong2@gmail.com; /woottipan2015@gmail.com
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Working in the Prisons of Thailand by
Nopparut Ruankool, SJ
Since
1980s,
many
foreign
Jesuits came to Thailand to help the thousands of
Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees in various
camps under Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS). One of
them, Fr.Olivier Morin, was assigned to to the
Vietnamese boat people in the east of Thailand.
After some years、many of those Vietnamese
were helped to migrate to other countries. While
thinking about going back to France, Fr. Olivier
visited the Immigration Detention Center (IDC) and
later the Bangkwuang Prison. Seeing the terrible
situation of the prisoners in these two places, he saw
the urgent need to help the detainees and the criminal
prisoners. This need later became two social
programs in Thailand, that is, the IDC Program and
the Criminal Prison Program.
At the present, those two programs are focusing
on two different target groups. The IDC Program
focuses more on refugees, asylum seekers, released
prisoners, etc., who are detained provisionally due of
lack of documents and or they are not able to buy
tickets going back to their own countries.
The Criminal Prison Program focuses on the
criminal prisoners who are serving their sentence in
the prisons.
The IDC Program
There are two sub-programs under IDC
Program: the medical program and the
release
program.
The medical program checks up the
detainee’s health, and provides treatment
and medicines. Some medical doctors,
nurses and other volunteers are working
with us. Twice a week, the medical doctor
would come to check some detainees and
provide treatment and medicines. Besides
the physical treatment, the medical program
arranged “Family Day” once a month
offering an opportunity to the male and
female detainees and their children to meet
each other. We also arrange once a month

prayers to support spiritually Christian prisoners.
The release program helps the detainees who can
not go back to their own countries either due the lack
of documents or of financial help in buying tickets.
Through this program, we help the detainees contact
their respective embassy for the documents and we
make fund-raising for buying the tickets.
We also cooperate with the United Nations (UN),
the International Organization for Migration (IOM),
Catholic Office for Emergency of Refugee and Relief
(COERR), and so on. Together with those
organizations, we built a committee called
Immigration
Detention
Center
Coordination
Committee (IDCC) with regular monthly meetings in
order to cooperate and work together.
The Criminal Prision Program
In 1991, after two years of the IDC program, Fr.
Olivier visited some African prisoners in
Bangkwuang. He found out that there were many
foreign prisoners in jail for many years without any
visitors and help. The majority of them were from
Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia. Most of the foreign
prisoners were charged for drug trafficking with life
sentences. He recruited some lay persons to work for
those prisoners and eventually founded Jesuit Prison
Ministry in October the same year.
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The first priority of this Prison Ministry was to
accompany and to encourage the prisoners with the
motto “You are Greater than Your Fault”. The goal
was to help the prisoners to realize that whatever
mistakes they did in the past they have still their
dignity as a human person.
With this spirit in mind, we are visiting more than
1,500 prisoners in 12 prisons. Five prisons are in
Bangkok and its surroundings and the other seven
ones are in other provinces. We focus on the
prisoners who are poor and do not have relatives or
visitors. Most of our prisoners are foreigners from
more than 50 nationalities. Our activities depend
upon what we are allowed to do in each prison.
Some of them only allow us to talk with the
prisoners by phone but in others we can get inside
and interact with the prisoners sharing stories,
playing games, singing songs, and so on.
We also distributed some necessary items for
them, adding more items during the Christmas.
Besides, we link with other organizations such as The
Lawyers Association and Thailand Amnesty
international to help some legal process or to
advocate for the prisoners’ rights.
During past three years
(2012-2014),
First we extended our visits into Chiangmai Male
prison. The prisoners come from many tribal areas in
the northern Thailand and many of them are poor.
Secondly, we extended our visits to the prisoners’
families who are in Laos and Nepal. The purpose of
the visit was to bring news and understanding
between the prisoners and their families. Fortunately,
we got the cooperation from Jesuits in Laos and
Nepal who know the local situation and made our trip
easier and effective. With their support we are able to
support the studies of the prisoners’ children in these
two countries.
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In March 2014 we visited more than 20 families
in Vientiene, Laos. In the last family, we met one girl
with both parents imprisoned in Thailand. She was in
poor condition and she must help her aunt sewing
some cloths although she also studies in the
University in Vientiane. After reading her mother’s
letter which we brought from Thailand, she broke
into tears and thanked us for the news. We are now
supporting her studies with a scholarship from Joy of
Sharing Foundation and keeping communication
with her through the Jesuits there.
When we ask ourselves, “What is the most
challenging for Prison Ministry from both main
programs (IDC Program and Criminal Prison
Program)?” Our answer is our limitation to help them
especially because we depend on the police officers.
To work with the officers we need a lot of good
relations and patience. On occasions we were denied
visits or the provision of goods. However, on other
occasions, the officers support us providing us rooms
inside Immigration Detention Center for medical
treatment and administration.
No matter what, we learn to do what we can to
help the detainees as best we can within our
limitation.
Until now, for more 20 years, the Prison Ministry
through those two main programs was able to help
many detainees and prisoners. Many detainees were
helped by us to go back to their own countries, and in
the same time, many prisoners also are accompanied
during their sentence until a time of releasing.
Above al, the most important thing is that while
they were still detained in Thailand, we can help
them to realize their own human dignity, worth to be
loved and cared in order that they could go back to
the Society with hope and doing better.
For further information:
jfprison@gmail.com
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Angry Afro-Americans
By Denis Murphy

Angry demonstrations shook 170 American cities in
the days before Nov. 27, Thanksgiving Day, when,
according to custom, Americans gather to thank God
for the land that received them when they fled hard
times in Europe and 100 other places. We may realize
that the demonstrators are nearly all Afro-Americans,
and we remember that America was not a land of
freedom but a place of slavery when they started
arriving in the 17th century. Slavery lasted almost
200 years, until President Abraham Lincoln issued
his Emancipation Proclamation freeing all slaves in
1863.
All that time while other immigrants were going
to school, starting businesses and managing farms,
Afro-Americans were slaves in the alien cotton fields
of white plantation owners. Then, with the
Proclamation, they were thrown into the midst of one
of the most competitive societies in the world to sink
or swim.
I asked Filipino friends what they thought of the
grand jury hearing in Ferguson, Missouri, that
resulted in no charges filed against a white policeman
who had shot dead an unarmed Afro-American
teenager, and the ensuing riots. Almost all were
sympathetic to the Afro-American people. They
asked why it was taking White America so long to
treat all people fairly, and so long to understand the
problems of Afro-Americans—a devil’s brew of
historic injustice and poverty that has hardened into a
culture. For Afro-Americans, the very air they
breathe in the cities is poisoned by white bias.
Even as I write this, another wave of protests has
broken out, this time in New York City, where
another white policeman has been set free by a grand
jury of all criminal charges in the chokehold death of
another Afro-American man.
There have been breakthroughs, such as Martin
Luther King’s civil rights movement of the 1960s,
and the election of Barack Obama as president. Not
every white American is racist, but Ferguson and the
riots show that racism is similar to a great pool of
spilled oil that has settled deep into the country’s
spirit and pollutes the spirit’s waterways, and kills its
birds and fish.

I was fortunate to be involved in a small way in
the civil rights movement when I worked in an AfroAmerican parish in the South Bronx of New York in
the years 1964-1966. I went with the other priests and
the people of the parish to the rallies in the city and to
giant rallies in Washington. I also went with 20 white
priests of New York to join Dr. King in his key march
in Selma in March 1965. Dr. King had invited white
clergy to join him in a march that was intended to
show that the beating his people suffered in a
previous march and the attack dogs the police used
had not broken his people’s spirit.
We listened to Dr. King preach in the small Selma
Baptist Church, and then we marched. He put the
white clergy up front beside him—none of us had
looked for such an honor—and then we were off
through crowds of people along the sidewalks,
expecting stones, dogs, and police cruisers. The
young Afro-American students around us, boys and
girls, seemed unafraid. Dr. King was praying as he
walked along.
I’ve never forgotten those moments. I think of
them whenever I hear criticism of Afro-Americans.
There was no violence that day in Selma under the
world’s cameras.
Filipinos unanimously felt that the riots in
America were counterproductive, and they agreed
with President Obama that a solution to racism
requires that Black and White America walk a long,
patient road of trial and error, dialogue and
understanding.
But bias is also active in the Philippines—for
example, against our urban poor people. I noticed
soon after I began to work with the urban poor that
the Manila government employed the same trucks it
used to haul garbage out of the city to carry evicted
poor people to distant relocation centers. Garbage
and urban poor were treated similarly. The purpose
was similar: Haul them both out of the city, garbage
and poor, as quickly as possible.
Muslims still face Christian suspicion and hatred,
as they have for centuries. The head of the first Jesuit
team of missionaries sent to Mindanao after the
Jesuits returned to Manila from their suppression
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made enemies among the Spaniards in the country
when he declared that it wasn’t necessary to kill
Muslims to have peace in Mindanao.
I think the starting point for all of us in this matter
of race relations and poverty—and the two usually go
together—is to realize that God has a preferential
love for the poor and is therefore with them,
Christian and Muslim poor, in a very special way.
Despising the poor, we despise God. God is not with
the poor in this special manner because they deserve
it, but because He chooses to be with them.
The English writer Evelyn Waugh said, “To
understand all is to forgive all.” We must learn more
about all our poor. What is the history of our Muslim
brothers and sisters? Why are there 5,000,000 urban
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poor men, women and children in Metro Manila?
Who is to blame for their problems? We cannot allow
ourselves to be biased; we have to overcome
ignorance and become part of the solution.
We cannot serve God and bias.

	
 
（This article appeared first in the Inquirer）
For further Information:
Denis Murphy works with the Urban Poor Associates
urbanpoorassociates@ymail.com;
urbanpoorassociates@gmail.com
www.urbanpoorassociates.org
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Powerlessness in the United States
By Denis Murphy

NEW YORK—America voted Republican and
repudiated its first black president. It seems to some,
myself included, that while the voters censured
Barack Obama and issues like his universal
healthcare law, they were really censuring issues that
lie much deeper in American society, namely the
inequality and powerlessness that characterize its
present economic and political systems. The voters
looked with frustration and even hatred at Obama and
his Democratic Party, but they did not lay a hand on
the underlying evils. Voting Republican may make
matters worse.
Powerlessness. During the recent Great Recession,
approximately a million American families lost their
homes; they couldn’t meet their mortgage payments,
and their homes were repossessed by the banks.
(Coincidentally, about a million homes were lost in
Central Philippines during Super typhoon
“Yolanda.”) Most often the American families first
lost their jobs and so couldn’t meet the mortgage
payments, or there was some other understandable
reason for failure to pay. No mercy was shown; they

were in effect evicted and left in the streets.
The right to a decent home is one of humanity’s
basic rights. A million American families, despite all
their education and contacts and constitutional rights,
were unable to save their homes. That is a good
definition of powerlessness.
I have been cautioned to add that many families
took out very risky mortgages, and that the US
government did eventually help some of them. Still
and all, the basic truth revealed is that there is
extensive powerlessness in the United States,
throughout nearly all income groups. The homes lost
bridged all levels through the poor and middle classes.
There was no organized protest, local or national,
against the repossession of the homes. No small town
marshaled its people to resist eviction. No politician
took up the people’s defense. No effort was made
even to delay the loss of homes. In sum, the families
were not united in any people’s organization that
would defend their rights. They were not united, and
so they all hung separately.
Inequality. Related to the housing problem is the
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startling revelation that at least from the year 2000 to
the present, the income of most poor and middleclass workers in America has stagnated, while the
incomes of the top 1 percent of families have soared.
In terms of real buying power, the legislated
minimum wage in 1968 was higher than the wage
today. (This is also true in the urban poor areas in
Manila. In Baseco, Tondo, the average family income
was P6,500 in 2002; it was P7,500 in 2013. However,
adjusting for inflation, we find that the 2013 figure
has 14 percent less real spending value than the
P6,500 of 2002.)
How can we explain that a nation of hundreds of
millions of workers like the United States, including
some of the most intelligent men and women in the
world, tolerates income stagnation among nearly all
of its people, while the incomes of the top 1 percent
take off like rockets into second- and third-stage
flight? Americans have abandoned institutions, such
as labor unions, that safeguarded their incomes, and
no institution has taken their place. During the recent
election campaign I didn’t hear one mention of
inequality in income.
In separate referendums in five states, voters were
asked to approve plans to raise the minimum wage,
one of President Obama’s key issues. In all five states,
the referendum won. If the issue of inequality is
presented clearly, voters will choose social justice.
In sum, Americans have lost their homes and
incomes because they are not organized to struggle
for these. The same processes are underway in the
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Philippines, which already has one of the largest gaps
between rich and poor in all of Asia.
America was once famous for the many different
kinds of people’s organizations that met to discuss the
people’s problems and take appropriate action. Alexis
de Tocqueville, a French political thinker who visited
the United States in the early 1800s, was delighted
with the citizen participation that he found. He
warned, however, that if Americans ceased to join
such organizations and did nothing more to safeguard
their rights than vote once a year, real democracy in
the United States would fail.
Americans have given up on labor unions, family
farmers associations, Church groups such as the Holy
Name Society, immigrant associations, and political
party clubhouses. There is no institution now to stand
between the ordinary citizens and the state and the
very rich. We must restore discussion and common
action. How to do so in our very complex societies is
the problem.
It is hard not to be sad over Barack Obama’s fate.
His administration began with historical hopefulness.
It is sad to see it end in such rejection. Let’s hope he
can recover and make his mark on history. His first
news conference after last week’s election showed
that he is still full of determination and passion for
his policies.
For further information:
Denis Murphy works with the Urban Poor Associates
urbanpoorassociates@ymail.com.
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Reflections on the Southern African HUB Meeting:
Lusaka, Zambia
September 2014
By Noah Schermbrucker
SDI Secretariat

HUB meetings are gatherings that bring affiliates
together to collectively set the agenda for the region.
They are used as a mechanism to share collective
learning, devise targeted support strategies (e.g.
exchanges) for individual countries and concretize
planning, on a regional scale, for the next period. The
Southern African HUB recently took place in Lusaka,
Zambia. Delegations from South Africa, Namibia,
Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Botswana and Malawi
attended the 3-day meeting. A team from Uganda,
who had recently hosted the East African HUB,
participated in order to promote continuity. Ghana
was also invited as the West African HUB has been
indefinitely postponed due to the Ebola outbreak.
Below find my reflections on the meeting. I hope
that they provide some insights not only into SDI

processes at a regional level but also the “nuts and
bolts” of which this process is comprised. This is
hence not an exhaustive description of the meeting
but aims to give the reader a “practical flavor” of
SDI’s work as it plays out in the interactions between
slum dwellers, support professionals and government.
Day 1: Engagement with Ministry of Local
Government, field visit to Garden Park community
under threat of eviction (only some delegates) and
meeting at Lusaka City Council (LCC).
The Zambians were clear that the first day’s
agenda was about taking their process forward,
especially in terms of achieving tangible outputs from
government. South Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe,
Uganda, Malawi and Ghana all stressed the actual
outputs of their relationship with government to both
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the Ministry of Local Government and LCC. As was
noted, “ An M.o.U with government is just a piece of
paper unless it has actual tangible outputs attached”.
Making the first day about taking the Zambian
process really orientated us within local challenges
and used the HUB as an instrument to open space
with government for the Zambians (which they are
now following up on). The Southern African HUB
has previously been very “talk” orientated and not
substantively relevant to the local process so this shift
was refreshing to see. A trick that we missed out on
was not inviting government officials from the
countries attending as the Zambians felt that this
would have deepened the impact in these
engagements with government. As a federation
member noted “governments like to talk to other
governments”.
Through the site visit to Garden Park, evictions
were placed on the table as a key issue with the HUB
committing (on the final day) that each federation
will draft guidelines on evictions sharing their
experiences and strategies used (this emerged out of a
separate federation only session)
Women from Garden Park meet to discuss
eviction threat
Day 2: New Secretariat systems (L,M&E, New
Secretariat structures)
Day 2 was spent at the Zambian federation’s
resource center in George compound with significant
participation from the Zambian federation. Mara
(from the SDI Secretariat) and Muturi (from the Core
Team) did a fantastic job in taking everyone through
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some of the new systems developed by The
Secretariat including the L, M &E worksheet and call
for support. There was a vibrant discussion about
these new systems and some very important
suggestions made as to how they could be refined
(e.g. definitions of certain terms such as “secure
tenure” need to be clarified). These issues were noted
and will be shared with the secretariat team.
A very critical issue was raised around the
learning center and its role within the HUB, a number
of people felt that the HUB itself was serving as the
learning center. We need to think carefully about how
the learning center fits into the HUB-especially in the
case of Southern Africa were conditions and
experiences in Cape Town are quite different to the
rest of the countries. People felt strongly that
different countries had different strengths (e.g.
Namibia and Zimbabwe around collection of their
savings number & indicators).
Day 3: HUB Business
The day was focused on collecting country reports
that were compiled previously by each country.
An issue that emerged from some was how we
can include more “voices” in the HUB and encourage
everyone to participate and speak more fully. It
seemed that when we broke into country teams it
allowed for more even discussion and participation as
opposed to just a few people speaking in the bigger
forum.
For further information:
/www.sdinet.org/blog/

